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ÄBSTRACT

Purpose: The ajm of the study lvas 10 determine the ab.irity of a nerv dynamic slanding

' balance assessmenl test to identifo farers in cornmunity-dwelìing seniors (order adurts).

Relevance: Poor barance, mobirity restriclions, fear of faring and farJ injuries are serious

probJems for many peopre over 65 who ¡eside in community-dwerìings. Routine crinicar

balance assessments incorporate a range of static and dynamic lasks. However, most of
these tests are serf-paced and performed in a predictabre environment. Laboral0ry-based

instruments can idenlifo balance impairment but require expensive setup and special

training' There is a criticar need for a crinicar tool which can assess both predictive and

unpredictive balance controì. Examining community-dweling oÌder adurts in both conrrol

(normal surface) and unpredìcrabre (compriant surface) environment can provide varuabre

insight and help in designing approp¡iate inlerventions to reduce fãll ¡isk in this

population' Participants: seventy-two community-d\ryelring order adurts who were being

'¡eated 
fo¡ balance and mobiliry impairment in a day hospital setup. Merhods: Based on

the concept ofthe modified crinicai rest ofsensory Interaction and Barance (mcrsIB),
a Dynamic Balance Assessmenl (DBÀ) test was deveroped. The DBA test consists of six

graded balance tasks performed fìrst on a normal surface then on a compliant sponge

surface The DBA tesl evaruâtes contribution ofsensory interacrions to barance control

by eliminating or distoning sensory information. Each task was performed for 20 seconds

and ifthe paficipant failed to complete the task, it \ryas ¡eco¡ded as a ioss ofbaiance

(LOB). Balance performance was quanlìfied by a flexible pressure rrappìng mat - FSA
(Vere 

]11,, 
W;nn;peg, Canada), which measu¡ed cenll: offootpressure (COp). The

participant's balance performance was âiso evaluated by rouiine crinical balance



assessment lools, jn paticular, the Berg Baìance Scale (BBS), the Tjme up and Go test

(TUc), gait velociry (GV) and rhe 6-mjnure walk tesr (SMV/T). Analysis: For each

cor.npleted task, peâk excursion and pathlength for COp signals were computed.

Frequency ofLOB and a "Composite" score was calculated to index balance

performance in the DBA test. The Mann-'ty'ìitney u tesr was used for the non-normally

distributed variables and independent t-rest was used for the normally distributed

variables to dete¡mine difference between falle¡s and non-faìlers based on hislory of falìs

in the last one year. The Spearman co¡relatjon rvas compuled lo delermine the

relationship between experimentar and crinicar variabres. Resuìts: No significant

difference was noted between the two groups for age, gender, use of assistive device fo¡

walking, home care (assistance), medication and walking half a mire. The fallers in this

study showed higher (low composite score) COp excursions and swaypathlenglh than

non-falìers. All coP experimentai variables for conrposite scores and compliant surface

scores (p 5 0.02) and LOB (p = 0.04) ;n rhe DBA tesr were able ro dìstinguish fallers

f¡om non-faìlers. However, on the normal surface, only the COp ML excu¡sion scores

showed a signifìcant difference between fallers and non-failers (p = 0.02). Only the TUG

was able to differentiate people who feli once f¡om those who had not fallen (p = 0.O3).

The clinical balance assessment tools showed poor correlation with the experimental

variables ofthe DBA test. conciusion: Tbe findings of this study indicate rhat rneasuring

coP is an appropriate method to assess dynamic standing balance control in older adults.

Fufiher, the DBA tesl can be used in community-dweÌling oJder adults to distinguisre

fallers from non-fallers.
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INTRODUCTION

Poor baìance, mobility restrictions. fear offalling and fall injuries are serjous

probletns for many seniors (older adults). Reduced mobility and falls among people over

65 are public health problerls that lesult in death, injury and )oss of independence. The

incidence of falls rises steadiìy from ¡niddle age, and peaks in people above the age of 80

years fRubenstein & Josephson, 2002). Falls are one ofthe leading causes ofinjury and

injury-related dealh (Grisso et al., 1991). In addition, the psychological trauma and fear

associated with falìing produce a substantial decrease in physicaì activity, which leads to

fufhe¡ loss ofstrength, flexibility and mobiÌity, thus incìeasing the risk of future falls

(Tinetti, 1989).

Each year, betwÞen 30 and 40Vo of community-dwelling adults older than 65

years fall (Tinetti, Speechley, & Ginter, 1988). Forty percent of admissions to nursing

homes are lhe result offalls and fail related injuries (Tinetti et al., 1988). In l5% of the

cases, falls caused fractures, bruises, sofl tissue injuries and loss of independence (PoweÌl

& Myers, I 995). A grealer percentage of older adults falì indoo¡s than outdoors (Tait,

1993). Faìls can be caused by intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Intrinsic facto¡s associated

with falls are age, impaired rnobility; previous fall, dizziness, musculoskeletal problems,

baìance problems, vision problems, orthostatic hypotension, cognitive probiems,

depression, incontìnence and physical inactivity. Exlrinsjc factors associated wilh falls

include poor lighting, slippery walking surfaces, clutte¡s in pathways, stairs and

medications. Age-related declines in muscuìoskeletal, cardiovascular, visual and cent¡al

nervous system fi¡nctions limit the adaptive ability of older people and increase risk of

falls. The decline.in balance control, ðommonjy observed in oldèr people, is a major



factor in ¡educed mobility and activity levels and to greater risk offalìs and ínjuries.

Physiotherapists have a special interest in recognizing and trearing balance problems that

contribute to falls. EarÌy idenlification ofthe exact cause ofreslricted mobiìity and

increased fall risks allow health care professíonals to implement appropriate inte¡ventjons

and minjmize the deveiopment ofsecondary problems such as reduced confìdence,

physical dependence and dec¡eased quality of life.
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RXVIEW OFLITER,ATURE

BaÌance Conh-ol

Balance can be evaluated either in statjc or dynamic forms. Static baiance is a
person's abirity to uphoÌd lhe body's centre ofmass (coM) verticaty ove¡ the base of
suppoÍ (BOS) at rest. Dynamic balance is the abiiity to maintain control over lhe

position and movement of the CoM ¡erative to the BoS during voruntary movements,

transfers, turning, steppìng and walking on djfferenl te¡¡ajns. Thjs actíve movement of
COM may ¡esult from seìf-generated movetrenls or ¡esponses to externally_generated

forces. A change in the position or motion ofCOM rnay be planned and expected as, for

example, when stepping over a puddle, or unexpecfed as, when stumbling.

Balance control or body stability is the ability to maintain control over the

position and motion ofthe COM relarive to the BOS (Johansson & Magnusson, 1991;

Maki & Mcllroy, 1996), which can be eithe¡ static or dynamic. lt refers to a person,s

ability to maintain stabiììty ofthe body and body segments in response to forces that

djsturb its equilibrium. Balance control has two purposes.

l. To maintajn balaDce at rest or durjng voluntary movements including ones in

which the BOS changes through feedforward predictive process.

2. To restore balance in response to a sudden djsturbance or unexpected loss of
balance by using feedback process to deal wilh uncertajnty.

The major goals ofbalance control in the static standing position are to control a

body's orientation in space, uphoid the body's coM ove¡ the Bos and stabilize the head

vertically.to orient eye gaze. Ahhough only a minimal amount of-mussu_lãi,ä¡tjviÐ/ iS
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needed to keep a stable erect standíng posture, balance control is a complex process and

requires equilibrium between internai and external fo¡ces acting upon the body. The

internai fo¡ces are as follows: a) active muscular forces, b) passive tension in the tissues

spanning a joint, and c) bony contact forces. The extemal forces are as follows; a)

gravity; b) inertia which represent the inerlial accele¡atjon effect ofone body segment on

other body segrnenls, and c) ground reaction forces. The stability ofthe body during a

dynamic task is the di¡ect result ofthese forces (Refer: Levangie and Norkin, 2001).

SENSORY ASPECTS OF BALANCE CONTROL

Maintenance and restoration ofbalance depend on the integrity ofthe central

neruous system (CNS), which receives spatial info¡mation from sensory systems,

especiaììy from the visual, vestibular, proprioceptive and musculoskeletal systems. Thus,

balance is not the outcome ofa single system but a complex integration of multipìe

sources ofspalial information with both internal and extemal frames ofreference (Creath,

Kiemel, Horak, & Jeka,2002; Peterka,2002; Szturm & Fallang, 1998; van der, Jacobs,

Koopman, & van der, 2001).

The vestibular system, iocated in the inner ear, consists of two classes of sensors.

The otolith end organism is composed of linear accelerometers and provides input

concerning the posjtion of the head relalive to gravity or vertical and linear motion of the

head in space. The semicircular canals sense angular acceleration ofthe head. Spatial

information f¡om the vestibuiar sensors is important fo¡ balance control, eye-head

coordination, or gaze control. Signals from the vestibu)ar syslem resolve visual and

somalosensory conflicts (Refer: Kandel, Schwartz arrd Jessel,2000). However the

l2



vestibular system alone cannol provide the information needed to ensu¡e balance.

Knowing v'/here the head is in space or how il is moving does not tell one anything about

where the trunk or foot is or the characteristics oflhe support surface and requires the use

and integration ofthe other sensory inputs (Zupan, Peterka, & Merfeìd, 2000).

Vision provides an exlernal frame of¡efe¡ence for balance control. It aìso

provides information ofsurounding environmenl. However, the visual system uses a

relative frame ofreference and lherefore sensory conflicis or illusions can arise (Refer:

Kandel et al., 2000).

Proprioceptors provide an intemal frame of¡eference for balance control. These

include a) muscle spindìes, which encode muscle length and rate ofchange of muscle

length, and b) Golgi lendon organs (GTO) which encode muscìe lension. This

information is ìmportant in determining the relative position and motion ofone body

segment to another. Muscle spindles provide this information through the change in

length of muscles and velocity at which muscle stretch occurs. Muscìe spindles are smal)

encapsulaled sensory receptors that have a spindle-Ìike o¡ fusiform shape and are located

within the fleshy part ofthe muscle. Their main function is to signaì changes in the lenglh

oflhe muscle within which they reside. Changes in the lenglh of muscles are closely

associated wilh changes in the angles ofthe joints that the muscles cross. Thus, muscìe

spindles provide informalion about the body position 1o the CNS. The GTO is the sensory

receptor located at thejunction between muscìe fibres and tendon. Wlereas muscle

spindles are most sensitive to changes in length of r¡uscìe, GTO provides information

about the lotal muscle tension, which can develop either by muscle contraction or

strelching.ofa tendon.(Refer:. Kandel et a1., 2000). Mechanical receptors wbich are
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Iocaled injolnt capsules and rigaments provide spatiai info¡rnation re¡ated 10 segment

rotations. The proprioceptive component of the somalosensory system provides

information about orientâtion and motion of body segments relative to each other

(internal reference frame) but does not provide any information aboul verticar or location

and characteristics ofthe ground surface (Fitzpatrick & Mccloskey, I994; szturm et al.,

I 998). The cutaneous afferents of the feel provide information about exrernal reference

poinfs such as location, cha¡acteristics of supporting surfaces and distribution of foot

pressure, which allow additional sensory information about ground ¡eaction forces to

assjsl jn balance control (Rogers, Wardman, Lord, & Fitzpatrick, 200t).

The balance control has two components (Black, Shupert, Horak, & Nashner,

1988). The first is accurate sensory and perceptual information about body movements

reiative to external references such as vertical; the second is tirnely molor acrion to

conect the COM position and movement relatjve to earth vertical. Unde¡ normal

condilions, all spatial information aom the body sensors integrates within rhe cNS to

determine the stare ofbalance. Ifa balance disturbance is identified (type, direction and

mâgnitude) then a corrective balance reaction is initiated (Horak, Nashner, & Diener,

1990; Teasdale, Stelmach, & Breunig, l99la). lfone ofthe inputs is diminished or

absent, then other sources ofredundant sensory information can partially compensate for

the loss (Allum & Honegger, 1998). Lowlight or visual conflicts make it harder for the

CNS to maintain balance, and this is reflected by an increased body sway (Brooke-

'WaveìI, 
Perett, Howarth, & Haslam, 2002). Body sway is found to be increased by 30olo

when lhe eyes are cìosed (Lord, CJark, & Webster, l99l). Simiìarly, an ireguìar or

compliant surface will also pose a.threatto maintai¡ing baìance by aÌtering the
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somatosensory inputs from the fool (Redfenr, Moore, & yarsky, 1997). An abnorr'a,ity
in these sensory inputs wiÌJ lead to abno¡mal postural responses and lrence balance

djsturbances. problems arise when two or more components are corlpromised. An
inabiJity to organize sensory information properly can result in instabiìity in

environments where visuar, vesrjburar and curaneous sensatjons are diminished of

misleading' The correct organizalion and jntegratjon ofsensory informatjon are therefore

impofant for maintaining barance in the different environ¡nents that a person encounters

in daiJy Ìife.

AGE-RELATED CIIÄNGES IN TIIE SDNSORY NERVOUS SYSTEM

The changes in various body systems associated wilh âging are as follows.

centrar Ne¡vous System: Scheiber (rgg5) noted progressive ross ofupper'otor neu¡ons

and reduction of neurotransm itters within lhe basar gangria. This can resurt in dec¡eased

ne¡ve conduction velocify (Stelmach & Vy'orringham, l9g5). Musculoskeletal System:

There is a dec¡ease in the size and number of muscle fìb¡es which causes reduction in
muscre strenglh (Myers, young, & Langroìs, rgg6; Hakì<inen et ar., lgg6). Reduced

muscle flexibiJity andjoint range ofmotion are arso noted with aging. These may afflect

rapid barance reactions (Hakkinen e' aì., rgg6). visuar system: The visuaì system shows

reduced acuity, contrast sensitivity, depth perception and adaptation to da¡k¡ess (sekurer

& Hutman, 1980). vestibular system: There are structural changes in the vestibular

system involving loss ofrabyrinthine hair ce s, gangrion cels and ne¡ve fìbres. There is

also a bJunting of the ocular ¡eflex (paige, I 991). Cutaneous System: Cutaneous

sensations show inc¡eased threshold for excitability (Stelmach et al., l9g5). Bìunting of
cutaneous and propríoce¡ive sensations is glso þund wilh advanced age (Kenshalo, Sr.,
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1986; Skinner, Barrack, & Cook, 1984; Stehrach et al., 1985). These physiological

changes associated with aging, affect the prospects of compensatory balance reactions

(Judge, Ounpuu, & Davis, III, 1996).

The laboratory tests that have been developed to assess age-lelated changes on

balance target one or more aspects of sensory information, either together ol individually.

One ofthe rnost popular tests is the sensory organization test (SOT) developed by

(Nashner, 1971) which was later commercialized as the'Equi test'. The test apparatus

consists ofa moveable platform which rotates about an axis co-linear with the anklejoint

and movable visual surroundings. In this test, force plate recordings are recorded to

measure the centre offoot pressure (COP). lVhen the body sways at a low frequency, it

behaves as an inverted pendulum, and measurement ofCOP is approximately equal to the

COM rnovement (Allum & Shepard, 1999). The test consists of six conditions in which

sensory infonnation is distorted to challenge one's ability to maintain balance.

¡ Sensory Condition l: The participant stands on a firm stable surface with eyes

open.

. Sensory Condition 2: The participant stands on a firm stable sulface with eyes

closed. Information from the visual source is thus eliminated,

. Sensory Condition 3: The patticipant stands on a firm stable sulface, and the

visual surround sways in propoltion to the body srvay (visual-sway referencing).

Here there is no relative motion between the head and visual surround but the

body sways back and forth. The visual infonnation is misleading ol in conflict

with this reality. In this case, if the participant relies upon visual cues, then he/she

16



will fall. However, vestiburar and sornalosensory cues can provide accurale and

funclionaÌìy appropriate jnformation to overcome lhe vjsual conflict.

' sensory condition 4: The support surface on which the paficípant ìs standìng is

swayed. As the participant sways, the platfo'r rotates forward or backward to

nulì the displacement about rhe ankre joint (support surface sway-referenced).

Here lhe somatosensory jnputs provide distorted information about body sway.

Visjon and vestibular inputs provide accu¡ate information jn this condition.

. Sensory condition 5:The particìpant stands on a sway-referenced support surface

with eyes closed. Here the somalosensory inputs are d;storled and visual inputs

eljmjnated. Vestibula¡ inputs provide accurate jnformatjon.

' sensory condition 6; The pârticipant stands on sway-referenced support surface.

The visual sur¡ound is also sway-referenced. Here the visuaì information is

conflicting and somatosensory info¡mation is djstorted. The vestibular

information is the only avaììabìe system to provide accurate information aboul

body position.

tilhipple, Woìfson, Derby, Singh, & Tobin (1993) used rhe SOT to compare

balance control between young and older adults. The study included 34 young

participants (56To female) with a mean age of35 years and 239 older adults (53% fema)e)

with a mean age of 76.5 years. All paricipants were independent in ambulation, with no

hislory ofskeletal orjoint abnormalities, visual impairmenrs, neurological diseases

affecting motor filnclion, episodic Ioss ofconsciousness o¡ deafness. Body sway was

measured by the dynamic force pratform (Equirest, Neurocom Inrernarional, usA).

Durìng rhe resr, partìcipants were asked lo stand barefoot. for 20-seconds *ith ur-.

tl



relaxed by their sides and look straight ahead. The participants completed a total of l4

trials (l trial ofSOT I and 2 conditions, 3 trials ofSOT 3 through 6 conditions).

The equilibrium score and loss ofbalance (LOB) were corrputed fol each

condition to index balance performance. An equilibriurn score is based on a theoretical

normal value of 12.5' of anterior/posterior sway about the anklejoint, typically 8"

forward and 4.5o backward (Nashner, Black, & Wall, III, 1982). Thus, the equilibrium

score is a percentage score representing the rnaximum magnitude of sway in the anterior-

posterior (sagittal) plane for each tfial based on the peak-to-peak excursions ofthe COP

in this plane. The measure is cornputed by using following fonnula,

Equilibrium Score = I2.5" - (Ornax - Omin) X 100
12,5"

Here a score of 100 represents no sway, while a score of0 represents a LOB or exceeding

the 12.5o estimated maximum range ofsway. Here, the LOB is defined as an event in

which a subject exceeds the lirnits ofstability and takes steps and/or requires external

support to prevent an unwanted fall. For the SOT test, it is assurned that this range of

movement is available to participants duling the test. However, physical restrictions or'

voluntary stiffness secondary to fear of a potential fall can affect the accuracy ofthe

score (Allum et al., 1999).

The study found that older adults produced significantly mole srvay than the

younger group in the SOT conditions 2 to 6. The differences behveen groups became

proglessively gleater as the conditions becalne more difficult. There was a statistically

signifrcant difference found (p < 0.004) for equilibrium scores between the groups in

conditions 4, 5 and 6 for all three tlials. For the LOB, no significant difference was found

for the first trial of condition 4 (only 6Vo in the older group lost their balance as compared

18



lo 0%o in rhe younger group). However, the percenlage ofparticipants with LoB in the

two groups was statisticarry signÍficanl for conditions 5 and 6 (p < 0.05). Six percenl in

the younger group had a LoB on the first trial ofcondition 5 and 9vo on the first trial of

condition 6, while 32%o ofthe older adults had a LoB on the fìrsl trial ofcondilion 5 and

52%o on the fìrst t¡ial of condition 6. Repeated ¡rìeasures ANovA we¡e used to determine

the influence ofgroup, support surface and visjon on equilibrium scores. I.here was

statistically significanr (p < 0.0001) difference found for the between-paricipanrs facor

(group), indicating tbat there was an effecr ofage group on sway scores, with older adults

producing greater sÌvay. rwithin the parricipants, there were significant effects noted for

supporl surface (sway-referenced vs. lixed surface) and vjsuaj conditions (sway_

referenced vs. vision normal).

In a sjmilar study by CoheD, Healon, Congdon, & Jenkjns (1996), 94

asymptomatic, ambulatory, community-dwe)ling olde r adults were lested on the SOT.

The study was designed to deveìop normative data and determine differences between

community-dwelling older adults and younger adults. The participants were independent

in activilies of daily living (ADL) and had no prior history ofvestibular, neurological or

orthopedic probìems. Participants were djvjded into four groups: 32 young (l S _ 44), 30

middle-aged (45 - 69), l9 old (70 - 79), and l3 etderty (80 - 89). The study found a

signifìcant age-assocìated effect on equilibr.ium score (F (3, gO)=23.24,p < 0.0001), test

conditíon (F (5, 90) = 355.91, p < 0.0001) and a significanl age by rest condition

interaction (F (3, 5, l5): 8.1, p < 0.0001). Repeated measures ANOVA on the nurnber of

falls per condition showed a signifìcanr effect ofage (F (3, 90) = I I .0, p < 0.0001) and

lest conditions (F (5, 90) =.12.5, p < 0.0001) with young and middle-aged parlicipants
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having significanlly fe\.ver faìÌs on conditions 5 and 6 than elderiy parricipants, while on

condilion 6 old pañicipants had significantly fewer falìs than elderly participants. llere, a

fali was defìned as a loss of barance and required the use of a safety harshness to prevent

an unwanted fall. The findings were virtually the same as those of wÌ:ipple et al. ( I 993).

Simmons, Rjcha¡dson, & Pozos (1997) used the SOT to examine the impact of

cùtaneous deficits in the feet on the balance control. The study included a sa:nple of 50

panicipants aged 30 to 70 who were divided into the two groups. The first group (n l)
included 27 participanrs with a history of insuiin dependent diabetes meilitus (IDDM

and had no culaneoùs deficirs. The second group (n2) consisted of23 participants (17

IDDM, 6 NIDDM) wirh bilateral culaneous deficirs. A conlrol group (n3) consisted of

matched 50 non-diabetic parricipants to cont¡ol effect ofage, sex and weìght on balance

conlrol. All participants were p¡e-screened to exclude people who used medication o¡

havíng pre-existing conditions thal would affect balance. The study found that the

cutaneous deficits group (n2) experienced signifìcant (p < 0.05) decrease in barance

scores on the Sor condilions I to 6 and the composite score compared to the control

group (n3) as lhe diffìculty ofthe condilions increased . The differences vr'ere mor€

evident in conditions 5 and 6. No differences were found between the control group (n3)

and non-cutaneous deficits group (nl) for any ofthe sor condilions. in similar studies

by Di Nardo et aì. (1999), 24 conrrols, 45 participants wjrh IDDM (Nl : 30 rvirhout

periphera) neuropathy, N2 = l5 with peripheral neuropathy) were recruited. The

electronystagmography (ENG) was used ro evaluate vestibular impairments in alì

participants. The ENG resulrs were found no¡mal in al) groups. compared to control

p9{i9ip1nt., 9!ly_ID_PM p.at¡e4j! ì¡dlh pgrjphe.ra! ¡e!¡opaþy (N2 gr9¡p)trut not pati enrs
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wilhour peripheral neuropathy [Nr group) showed ìowe¡ scores fbr lest conditions sor l
(ANOVA F = 8.3; Scheffe tesl: p = 0.0007), SOT 2 (F = 6.6; p = 0.00a), SOT 3 (F = 3.4;

p = 0.0a), and SOT 6 (F = 3.4; p = 0.04). The resulrs ofthese rwo srudies reflect rhe

ability of the SOT to identis specifìc balance impaírrrent.

\üallmann (2001) examined I 5 non_fallers and I 0 idiopathic fallers (aged > 6Q

years) to determine the rerationship between the functionar reach (FR) test, the Lim ils of
Stability (LoS) test and the Sor berween non-fairers and farers in oìder adurrs. There

was no sigrificant difference found between non-fa[e¡s and faìre¡s in the FR scores (p:
0'82) and the anterior LoS test (p = 0.06). A significant difference was found between

non-fallers and fallers for the mean SOT composite score (p = 0.03). Fallers showed a

decrease mean composite score fo¡ conditions 3 through 6 in the SOT and showed

sìgnificantly greater stvay compared to non-fallers in condition a @ = 0.02).In addition,

there was a significant positive cor¡eration between anterior dispracement on the Los test

(maximum anterior end-point excursion of coM) with the sor composile score for

fallers (r = 0.?9, p = 0.006) compared to non-falle¡s (r = 0.43, p = 0.ì l). There was no

significant relationship found between performance on the FR test and anterìor

displacement on the LOS test in either non-fallers (r = _ 0.009, p = 0.9g) or fallers (r :
0 17, p = 0.65) The study showed thât lhe FR arone is not an app¡opriate indicalor fo¡
differentiating elderiy non-falers from fa[ers, and that using the sor protocors can herp

to differentiate barance impairmenrs in non-faIe¡s and fa ers. However, the sampìe size

ofthis study was smar. A rarge sampìe size is required to.veris statislica¡ significance.

A number ofother studies have shown that older adults sway more than young

adults_ while simply.standing (Horak, Nutt, & Nashner,_.i.992;.Melzer, Benjuya; &
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Kaplanski, 2004).To supporr this theory, body sway ofyoung and oider adurts during

standing was examined unde¡ aìtered and conflicting sensory conditions. proprioceptive

informarion was manipulated by tendon vibration or by having: participants srand on a

compìiant surface, which alters somatosensory inputs while visual info¡mation rvas ejther

avaílable or unavaiÌable. Although heahhy older adults could co:rpensate for the

reduction of a single source of sensory information, they demonstrated substantially

increased sway when two sources of information we¡e distorted or absent (Hay, Bard,

Fleury, & Teasdaìe, 1996; Woollacott, Shumivay-Cook, & Nashner, ì 9g6). Furthermore,

when one source of information was repeatedly withdrawn and reapplied, oider adults

were unable to reintegrate the information quickly enough to recover and regain their

stability. In contrasl, the young adults were able to quickly integrate this new information

and stabilize their balance (Teasdale, Stelmach, Breunig, & Meeuwsen, l99lb;

Woollacott el al., 1986).

Shumway-Cook & Horak (t986) developed lhe Clinical Test ofsensory

lnte¡action and Balance (crslB) based on the same principles as rhe sor. The crslB is

less expensive test and also k¡own as the Foam and Dome test. This test is performed on

a rnedium-density foam pad, 50x50x8 cm. The foam, unlike the platform ìn the SOT, can

be sway-referenced in any direction. The foam rends to distort ground reaction forces, as

a result the participant receives distorted information from rhe foot and ankÌe cutaneous

and pressure sensors. The six condilions under which balance is assessed in this test are

as foliows:

Conditjon l: Quiet standing on lloor

Condilion 2: Qùiet standing on floor, eyes blindfolded
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Condition 3: Quiet standing on floor, wearing visuaì confljcl dome

Condjtion 4: Qujet standing on the foam, eyes open

Condition 5: Qu;et standjng on foam, eyes blindfolded

Condilion 6: Quiet standing on foam, wearing the vìsual confljct dome.

The sway is quanlified using

. A numeric ¡anking system (l= minimal sway,2=niJd sway) 3= moderale sway,

4= fall).

. Use ofa stopwatch to record the amounl of time the patient majntains standing

e¡ect in each condition.

. Using grids or plum line lo ¡ecord body disp)acetnent.

El Kashlan, Shepard, Asher, Smirh_Wheeìock, & Telian (1998) evaluared lhe

corelatjon between the CTSìB and the SOT. They used a sample of69 healthy

participants and 35 participants with vestiburar dysfunction for more than four months.

The former were divided jnto four groups based on age; 20 to 49 years (n = 20), 50 to 59

years (n = I 9), 60 ro 69 years (n : l9) and 70 to 79 years (n = I l). This srudy found

co'eiations (r) of 0.4r 1o 0.89 between rhe Sor and the crSrB condilions.

Allrm, zamani, Adkin, & Ernst (2002) evaruared the simirarities and diffe¡ences

between the SOT and a compliant foam pad on balance control in 25 heaìthy young

aduìts (range 25 - 35 years). Trunk sway was measured for 20 seconds in the slanding

position wilh and without vìsion on lhe folìowing th¡ee condìtions: (a) a foam support

surface (b) an anterior-posterior (pìtch) sway,referenced condition ofthe SOT and (c)

standing on the same sway-referenced surface as jn second condilion but ì jlh the body

lurned 90' ro rt,ãr ,*ry *u, in the medjo-lareral þollfpìane. in..r., ,ipen and .y.s
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closed conditions emurated Sor 4 and 5 respecliveìy. The trunk sway \'r'as measured at

the L2 ievel using tv,/o angular velocity t¡ansducers (one for each piane), with a sampling

frequency of 100 llz. Peak-to-peak angu)ar verocity and dispìacernent were computed for

pitch and roli pranes. The study found higher trunk roìr angurar dispracement and verocity

in ro)l sway - referenced condition (condirion c) than the foam condition (condition a) for

both the eyes open and crosed conditions (p < 0.0ì to p < 0.05). For eyes crosed condirion

both pitch angular displacernent (p < 0.01) and velocity (p < 0.05) were higher for rhe

pitch-referenced condjtion (condilion b) than rhe foam icondition a) or roll sway_

refe¡enced condition (condition c). There was no slaristícar diffe¡ence found in pitch

angular dispÌacement and velocjty for the eyes open foam condition and the roll/pitch

sway-referenced conditions. poì er spectrum anaìysis centred at frequencies of 1.2,2-4,

3 '6 and 4'8 Hz, reveared that for almost aI frequencies trunk angurar verocity ampritudes

were highest fo¡ the foam and leasl for the pirch sway_referenced condition (p < 0.01 to p

< 0.05). The resulls obtajned from the rolj sway_referencing and foam support surface

were comparable. The fìndings ofthis study advocate the use ofa foam material as a

more comprebensive balance assessn'ìent toor and a ro sway-referenced condition as an

alternative \ryay to test murtidirectionar contror ofsway. Arso, the authors noled that the

use ofsponge/foam can induce sway in both pitch and roll directions, which is not

possible wilh uni-axial sway referenced condjtions of the Equi_test.

In another study, Teasdale el al. (l99la) studjed tbe effect ofthe Ioss ofvision

and the somatosensory systems on healthy young and olde¡ adults. They examined body

sway behaviour ofolder (n = I8, mean age 74 years) and young (n = l0,mean age 21 .5

years) adults. The older participants had no musculoskeietal or neuroìogical deficits or
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history of falls. The postural sway behaviour was exarnined for 80 seconds, under altered

visual and/or suppof surface (5 cm thick foam surface) conditions, and compared wilh

normal stance. The COP was caìculated frorn the force plate signals. A number of

dependent variables were computed to quantifo performance, inc)uding COP deviation

range, COP variability, COP sway velocity and COP sway density histograms. The sway

range, variabìÌity and velocity were significantly grealer (ranging from p < 0.001 to 0.05)

in the older adulls during vision eliminated and surface distorted conditions. Exclusion or

disruption ofone ofthe sensory inputs alone was not sufficient 1o differentjate between

older and young adults. Sway density hislograms showed that olde¡ aduìts spenl l4o/o of

the time in an "at risk" area (outside 20 mm oftheir COP) as compared to 7% in young

palicipants. Thus, both visual and surface alterations together had a substantially greater

effecl upon the olde¡ than upon the young adults. The ¡esults ofthis study showed that

combining a foam surface with occluded vision can have a significant effect on balance

and elimination ofjust one sensoÍy system is not sufiicient to diffe¡entiate between the

older and younger population.

Creath, Kiemel, Horak, Peterka, & Jeka (2005) examined the in- and anti-phase

relationships between upper and lower body segments during a simple stance task.:lhey

argued that upper and lower body segments have an in-phase relationship (ankle strategy)

at low body sway frequencies and an anti-phase relationship (hip strategy) at high body

sway frequencies. An unperturbed slance on a soljd surface was used to investigate the

phase relationships. A foam and sway.leferencing surface were used to evaluâte the

influence ofsomatosensory informatjon on balance straiegies. The study included eight

healthy participants, fourmale a¡d four femaìe, betweenlhe ages o1-22 and 3? with no
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k¡own musculoskeletal injuries or neurological disorders. Pañicipants were asked to

assume a shou)der-width parallei stance on a variable pitch platform. Shoulder and bip

displacements were recorded using rigid rods attached to a fixed position on one end and

to the participanls by a harness on the opposile end. The amounl ofdispìacement was

determined by the change in voltage of potentiometers iocated on the fixed ends of the

shoulde¡ and hip rods. Participants wore a safety harness that wâs secured 10 fixed

brackets by two connecting straps. The slraps were adjusted to allow fo¡ the participants'

body sway before becoming taul. The platforrn disp)acement signal and potentiometer

voltages were sampled at I00 Hz. Participants were asked 10 stand up¡ighl with eyes

closed in blocks ofthree-364 second trials in the following sequences (l) fixed surface;

(2) sway-referenced surface; and (3) foam surface. The platform position was stationary

on the fixed and foam surface trials. For the sway-referenced trials, the platform rotaled

in the A-P direction an amount equal to the angular hip displacement which was

determined by the hip rod potentiometer signal. For the foam su¡face trials, participanls

stood on a 4-inch thick piece of medium density foam pìaced on the platform.

Headphones were used to mask background noise. The aulhors observed bolh in- and

anti-phase patterns during quiet stance. They found that the trunk and leg segIrlenls âct

in-phase (ankle strategy) for fiequencies below 1 Hz and anti-phase (hip strategy) for

frequencies above I Hz. They also noticed that the shiff f¡om in-phase to anti-phase was

abrupt for the fixed and foam surfaces and gradual for the sway-referenced condjtion.

They conc)uded thal both in-phase and anti-phase patterns could be present during quiel

stance and depending upon the characteristics oflhe available sensory informalion, task

or perturbarion, one milht predomjnale over anorher. The findings support the idea of



using a foaln surface to assess baìance control; however, this study has following

limitations: (l) the samp]e size was sma , (2) use ofbody harnesses rnight have affected

naturaÌ balance reactions, and (3) barance reactions in medio-raterar directions were not

measured.

MOTOR ASPECTS OF BAIANCE CONTROL

There are two mechanisms fo¡ balance conlrol. The first js an anljc;patory or

predict;ve response, k¡own as feedforward control.lt plays a significant role in

rraintaining stability during voluntary movements. Through feedforward mechanism, one

can plan the stâbility requirements before the movement. These voìuntary movements are

planned and predictive postural adjustments made in advance or simultaneouslv with

movemenls 1o ensure stability.

To unde¡stand feedforward mechanism, seve¡al studies have used posturography

with sinusoidal pìatform translations to assess motor coo¡dination (Dietz, Trippel,

Ibrahim, & Berger, 1993; Coma, Taranto)a, Nardone, Giordano, & Schieppati, 1999).ln

lhis technjque the pìatform can be swayed forwa¡d and backward. ln normal healthy

individuals, as the platform moves fo¡ward there will be contraclion oftibialis anterior,

quadriceps and the abdominal muscles in an attempt to regain upright posture. Similarly

if the pìatform moves backward the gastrocnemius, hamstrings and the back muscles will

contracl. In lhe condition oflhe platform noving backward the participants' forward lean

stretches the gastrocnemius. The same kind of stretch can be produced by dorsiflexing the

ankle by lilting the anterior edge ofthe platform; howeve¡ in this case contracting the

gaslrocnemius would result in further destabilization. Sjnce the a¡!eq3¡g qlreqQy

dorsiflexed, conlracting the gastrocnemius would push fhe subject posteriorìy. Afier a
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few tria)s, normal participants learn to conlrol tlìe gastrocnemius colttraction and

therefore preserve balance (Refer: Kandeì et a1.,2000).

Dietz et al. (1993) studied human stance and its feedforward cont¡ol through a

treadmill moving forward and backward (sinusoidaìly) at different frequencies. The

sinusojdal frequency was changed, stepwise and randomly, between 0.5, 0.3 and 0.25 Hz.

Twelve normal participants (mean age 29.6+8.2) were asked to stand upright on the

treadmill, fi¡st with and then without vision. During the stepwise sinus cycìe, the

maximum leg muscle electromyography (EMG) activity was ¡ecorded in the tibialis

anterior (TA) and rectus femoris (RF) around the posterior turning point and in the

gastrocnemiùs (GA) and biceps fernoris (BF) around the anterjor tui'ning point in the

treadmill cyc)e. The anterior tuming point was defined as the time when the body

changed direction ûom traveìing forwards lo backwards, and the posterior lurning point

was defined conversely. The spatial acceleratjon ofthe head was recorded by two

accelerometers fixed to the fo¡ehead and positioned perpendicular to one another. B oth

the degree ofbody inclinalion and the coresponding EMG activity were dependent upon

the sinusoidal frequency. There was a significanl increase in GA activity from slow to

fast movements and a moderale inc¡ease in TA between 0.25 and 0.33 Hz and strong

increase during 0.33 to 0.5 Hz movements. The EMG amplitudes for TA and GA muscles

were found to be higher during the eyes closed lhan in the eyes open condition. The

difference was significant at each frequency (at 0.25 Hz: P < 0.01; a10.33 Hz: P < 0.05;

at 0.5 Hz: P < 0.05) and taking all fiequencies together: P < 0.001) suggesting a higher

degree of co-cont¡action in the eyes closed condition. ìn addition, during the eyes open

condition, participanls adapted to different frequencies within fou_r tycìes âfler the change
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by using visual information for feedforward processing. Trrat means after four cycres,

there was a strong anliciparory contraction in tbe TA muscle during lhe anrerior turning

point ofthe sinusoid and in the GA during the poslerior turning poìnt. No such changes in

TA o¡ GA vrere noted when vision was eliminated. This showed that visual information

of the relative body motion was imporant in predicting sinusoidal platform motion. The

authors concluded that while standing on a sinusoidally moving platform, the ne¡vous

system could control the position of the body's coM by using visua] infor¡¡ation in a

feedforward manner lo balance the body.

In a similar study, Corna et al. (1999) described the jnfluence ofvisjon on

displacement ofthe head and hip while standing on a movìng platform with and \ ithout

vision. The pJatfo¡m was continuously moving sinusoidally in the antero-posterior

djrection with frequencies ranging from 0.1 - I Hz. The study included eight young

adults (three females and five males) with a rnean age of 29.3 + 9.7 years. Body

movement in the sagittal pìane was recorded by ân optoelectronic device. Light emissions

devices (LEDs) were placed on the lateral maleolus (malleolus), the g,ear trochanter

(hip) and the temporo-mandibular joint (head). The signals were sampled al a frequency.

of50 Hz. The displacement ofLEDs was quantifìed by (l) the measure ofthe shift

during each cycle oftranslation, (2) Ihe standard deviation (SD) ofthe path rraveled

during the wbole trìal, (3) the power spectrum (pS) ofrhe signal and (4) the cross_

correlation (cc) betv/een pairs ofbody segrîeDts. The study found that at each frequency

ofplatform rranslation, the displacernent ofhead was smalle¡ lhan that of hip, and the

dispÌacement of hip was smalrer than that ofnralleolus in eyes open (Eo) condition.

Thus, wheil visiori was ãllciwèd, pártìiipâriß bèhavedà! a non-inverred pendulum, and



were able to stabilize their heads in space. But withour vision (EC), participants behaved

as an inverted-pendulum, where the head oscillated more than the platform. At high

frequencies ofplatform lranslation, the body segments were also less coupled_ The CC

between the pairs of malleolus/head, malleolus/hip and hip/head was decreased by

passing fiom low (0.1 - 0.2H2) ro high frequency (l Hz) ofp)atform îranslatjon for both

visual condilions. The decrease was more tnarked for the malleolus/head than for the

malleoìus/hip pair. The fast Fourier transformation ofhip and head displacernent showed

ìarger power spectrum v/ith EC lhan EO. The fìndings provjde evjdence that bajance

control uses visual information in a feedforward manne¡. However, during sensory

conflict, there is the possibility ofusing a functionally incorr€cl source ofspatial

information while planning upcoming motor actions (Schieppati, Giordano, & Nardone,

2002). Under these circumstances, one needs another nrechanism, whjch can rapidly

restore balance and prevent a fall.

The second mechanism ofbalance cont¡ol is refer¡ed lo as automatic or corrective

balance reaction. These reactions are based on a timely sensory feedback system. This

system is responsibìe for restoring body stability following sudden unexpected balance

disturbances and only occurs aÍìer a destabilizing external force. It helps us to respond to

sudden perturbations such as stumbling or trippirg (Carpenter, Aìlum, & Honegger,

1999; Fujisawa et aì., 2005; Horak & Nashne¡, 1986; Pavol &.pai,2002; Winter & Eng,

I 995). It has a rapid onset (around 60- t 00 ms onset latency) and is specific to the nature

and direction ofthe disturbance (Pavol et a1.,2002). A faiìure ofa limely correction will

result jn a stumble o¡ a fal). Restoring baìance requires regulation ofthe position and

motion of the coM relative to the BoS. Balance reaoions the¡efore must require either
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deceleratjon of the COM movement and/or change in BOS in response to perturbations.

Many studies have analyzed corrective strategies, which the body folÌows rùith sudden

distu¡bance.

Three common stralegies that are used jn the feedback system depend on the

amount ofdisturbance and the type ofsurface. On firm or large surfaces, when a slnall

disturbance is applied to the body, an "ankle stralegy" takes place in which the body

pivots around the ankìejoinl. Aìl body segrnents move as a single inverted pendulur:r

with the earliesl muscle responses occurring ât the ânkle muscles, foÌiowed by thigh and

then lrunk muscles (Horak et aÌ., 1986). \V}en lhe body faces a larger disturbance and./or

is on a nar¡oWunstab)e surface, a "hip strategy" is rec¡uited (Horak et al., 1986). Here the

body breaks ùp into a two-segmenl model, lhe upper body (trunk-head-arms) and lower

body (pelvis and legs). The motion of the two segments is in opposìte directions; as the

trunk bends forward, the ankles plantarflex so that the ìower legs move bacl¡vards

(Horak et al., 1986; Fujisawa et al., 2005; Runge, Shuperr, Horak, & Zajac, 1999).It

consists ofdisc¡ete bùrsts of muscle activity on the sjde ofthe body opposite lo the ankle

pattern in a proxímal to distal pattern,'Thjs allows for quick and large amplitudes of

COM motions while maintaining a stationary BOS.

Szturm et a1. (1998) examined movement strategies accompanied with sudden

balance disturbances caused by rapid pìatform lranslations and rotations. The study

included l3 healthy participanls (8 male, 5 fema)e, mean age 25.8+ 6.6 years) \'r'ith no

history ofneurological or orthopaedic deficit. The participants stood ba¡efoot on the fo¡ce

plate ofplalform which had tvro degrees offreedom to provide balance distu¡bance jn

forward./backrvard trans)ations (FT/BT)-and upward rotational translatjons (RT). AÌ1
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participants ùnderwenl th¡ee blocks (v1= l4.z (0.6) cmls for transjations and 35.5 "
(0'8)/s for rotarions, V2 = 19.3 (0.7) crrls for rransralions and 55.7o (0.9")/s for rorations

and 1'/ 3 = 28.7 (0.7) cm/s fo¡ rransralions and 69.2" ( l . ì ')/s for rotations) in nine ¡andom

trials' EMG was recorded for soreus (SoL), gastrocnernius (GA), libiaris anterior (TA),

hamstrings (lIA) and quadriceps (eu). Force platform and 2-D video motion analysis

systems were used to compule COp and COM movements respectively. They found

activity in ¡ecorded muscres wilhin a range of60 to r70 ms from onset ofp)atforrn

displacement and did not vary as a function ofplatfo¡m acceleration/veJocity. However,

an inc¡eased magnitude ofmuscle activity and co¡rectjve peak hip/kree/ankle

displacements were noted for FT, BT and RT as the acceleraljons/velocity increased.

They found thar rhe rerationship between coM and cop was ftndamentaìly different for

FTÆIT as compared to RT. For FT and BT, the timing, peak magnitude, and time io peak

COM displacement did not vary as a function ofpìatform acceleration/veìocity.

However, for RT, the peak magnitude and lime to peak COM dispìacement did increase

with increasing piatform acceleration/velocity. Mu¡ti-segment distinct balance corrections

we¡e observed rather than pure ankre or hip strategy for both transrations and rotational

disturbances.

Carpenter et al. (1999) examined balance reactions in young healthy adults (n :
l4) while standing on a pratform, which randomry rotated in rnurtipre direcrions ar

constant amplitude (7.5 degrees) and velocity (50 degrees/second). Each participant was

randomly presented with 44 suppof surface rotations through 16 differenr directions

separated by 22.5 degrees first under eyes-open, and then, for a second identical set of

1"1{:i:,-119:l-:v-"l '1"1i:g-l9i1i9T.J¡:-qy!-o¡: gbteruedlhat,þelqnçe eqrqe!qar--
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were specific to the magnitude and direcrion ofperturbations. They found higher muscle

activ;ty in the roll perturbations than in the pure pitch perturbarions. They aìso observed

balance corrections in both ¡oiJ and pitch directions in the roll perturbations tasks, which

was not evident in pure pìtch perturbations lasks. This study also chalìenged the idea of a

pure ankle synergy because simultaneous activìty (60 ms) in both paraspinal and soleus

muscìes were noted in response to a sudden perturbation. The researchers recommended

the use of multidireclional perturbation as a tool to analyze lsalance responses.

As a distu¡bance becomes fast or large, it is not possible to use an in-place

stralegy; instead, a quick step is used to change the BOS. Maki & Mcllroy (1997)

suggested that the "hip synergy" primarily used in sjtualions v/hen steppjng or grasping

synergies not accessjble. Wben the distu¡bance is too large, the previous in-place

strategies are inadequate to maintain balance and a st€pping strategy results. This strategy

simply means taking a step to move the BOS to meel the COM. It includes stepping in

any direction or grasping other fixed supports to restore balance. It is the only successful

slrategy to maintain stability for large perturbatìons in both young and older populations.

comparisons ofthe stepping strategies used by the young and old show thar the younger

participants have a tendency to take only one-step, whe¡eas the older participants have a

tendency to take multiple shorter and shaÌlower steps (Lucbies, Alexander, Schultz, &
Ashton-Miller, 1994; Maki et al., l99Z), ..

CENTRE OF FOOT PRXSSURI (COp) AND TRIJNK SWAY RICORDINGS TO
QUANTIFY BALANCE CONTROL

Amiridis, Hatzjtaki, &. A¡abatzi (2003) examined lhe balance requirements of

standing tasks ofincreasing difficulry in 39 participanrs (19 older adulls 70.1 + 4.3quiet
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years, 20 young adults 20.1 + 2.4 years) who had no neuroÌogical and musculosl<eletal

impairments. Peak{o-Peak COP excursions, standard deviation of COP oscillations,

EMG âctivity of tibialis ânterior (TA), rectus femoris (RF), gastrocnemius (GA),

semitendinosus (ST) and peaklo-peak range of hip, k-nee and ankle angles were recorded

for quiet standing, the Romberg Stance (RS) and tbe One Leg Standing task (OLS). The

data v¿ere recorded for 5 seconds. Both groups showed significant increased in peak-to-

peak amplitude and variance jn COP for AP as well as ML directions as the tâsks

diffìculty increased (p < 0.001). The older adults had significantly greater and tnore

variabie COP excursions (COP max: F (1, 37) = 43:85, P < 0 001, F (1, 3'7) = 26:18' P <

0:001, COP SD: F (1, 37)=29:00,P <0'001,F(1,37)=l8:90,P<0.001 in both antero-

posterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) directions, respectively) than younger adults. With

increased balance requirements, there were higher levels of ankle and hip muscle activity

in both groups TA, GA, RF (p < 0.001) and ST (P < 0.01)' However, the olde¡ adults

showed signifìcantly greater activity (p < 0.01) in RF and ST lhan the younger aduìts in

the RS and OLS tasks. The older adult group also exlibited sìgrrifìcantly grealerjoint

excursions than did the younger group across all the tasks. Mixed hip-ankle activation

vr'as observed in the older aduìts, while young participants accommodated the increased

balance requirements by increasing activity of ankle rnuscles only. The authors argued

that this could be related to the insuffici€nt torque produclion by ankle muscles in the

older adults to counteract the great moment of inertia in the AP direclion. Older people

are mo¡e likely to have decreased proprioceptive sensation jn addition to atrophy of distal

muscles due to peripheral neuropathy. This could make older adults 1o reìy more on
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proximal truscles and â hip slrategy instead of ankle muscles and an ankle stralegy in

more challenging balance lasks.

In another experiment, Gill et al. (2001) conducted tests on participants wjth three

different age groups: (young l5 - 25 years; n = 48, middle-aged 45 - 55 years; n = 50

and older adults 65 - 75 years: n= 49). Each parlicjpant pe¡formed a series of l4 tasks

similar to those included in lhe Tinetti and Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction in Balance

prolocols. The test battery comprised slance, and gait tasks performed under normal,

altered visuaÌ (eyes closed), and altered.prôpriocept¡ve (foâm support surface) conditjons.

Two angular-velocity transducers al the level ofthe lower back measured the trunk sway.

All participants performed rhe trials \ ithout shoes to avoid the effect ofdifferent shoe

types. The dala were collected for 20 seconds for one and two-legged tasks. A trial was

repeated once if the subject lost balance wjthin 20 seconds, and the longest lrial was used

for the analysis. The stance-related tasks consisted of walking eight tandem steps, first on

a firm and then on a foam surface. The gaitrelated tasks inciuded walking five steps with

(1) eyes closed (2) rolating the head horizontally (3) pitching the head vetically (4)

waìking on bar¡ie¡s and (5) rvalking up and down stairs. Quantifìcation of hunk sway \ryas

performed for angular velocity and position in the roli (lateraì) ând pitch (fore-aff) planes

ofmovement. The sampling frequency was 100 Hz. The study found that older

parlicipants could be distinguished from both middle-aged and young participants

though the measuremenl oftrunk anguìar sway and velocity. The most significant age

group differences we¡e found for standing on one leg on a normal floor o¡ on a foam

support surface with eyes open (F = 30, p. 0.0001). For lwo-legged stance tasks, trunk

sway and velocity.rì1-e.êsu¡e-¡& pjt-qh-a¡d ¡ql=l palit¡,qns-v-qre, iLcJ. qa-s-el! as.:the lasks .
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became mo¡e difficult and sensory infornration was changed. Thus, magnitudes of rrunk

sway and velocity were less for eyes open normal support than with eyes closed no¡mal

support, which was in tum less than eyes open on foarn support and eyes closed on foam

support. The young and middle-aged groups performed better than rhe older aduit group

on all conditions except on foam with eyes closed, where the¡e were no differences nored

between the middle-aged and the older adùlt. The study suggests rhat rreasuring trunk

sway during stance and gait tasks to detect sublle changes in balance conrrol could be

usefirl fo¡ screening balance disorders in peopìe who are prone to falls. Tbe main

drawback of this study is that the anguìar velocity sensors were placed in the lumbar

region, which is close to the axis ofrotatjon ofthe trunk segment. Any change at the

proximity ofthejoint axis (lumbar) wouìd require ìarge displacernents ofthe dislal

segrnent (trunk). Hence, minimal to moderate changes ìn trunk dìsplacemenl or velocities

could have been missed.

Melzer et al. (2004) explored COP movenents to identifl, fallers jn cornmunity-

dwelling older aduìts. The study included l9 pañicipants (78.4 + I .3 years old) who

repofed having fallen unexpectedly at ìeast twice in lhe last six months, and 124 non_

fallers (77.8 + 0.53 years old). Baìance measurements were r¡ade in the uprighl position

under six different conditions using a force platform (AMTI, walertown, Massachusetts,

USA). six stability tests were completed over a period of 20 seconds. started with wide

stance (l) eyes open, (2) eyes closed and (3) eyes open standing on foam. The tests were

then repeated \ryith naûow staDce (heels and toes touching). cop data during the stability

tests were sampled at a frequency of 100 Hz. In addition, the Los resl was measured in

wide a¡d narrovr' stance. ln the LOS tesl, partjcjpants were instructed to lean as far
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forward, backward, left and rìght as they could, without bendìng the hips or lifling the

heels or toes offthe ground. The:¡ean differences between the two groups in the

following dependent va¡iables: (i) COP path length; (2) COP velocities; (3) eìliptical

area; (4) ML sway; and (5) AP sway were assessed. For the LOS Tesl, repeated measures

ANOVA measures for the two groups (fallers versus non-faìlers) and two postural

conditions (narrow versus wide slance) were carrjed out to evaluate differences in

maximum COP path length (cm) in AP and ML djreclions. Strenglh measurements were

made by having the participants achieve Maxjmum Voluntary Isometric Contraction

(MVIC) for fìve seconds, in ankle plantar and dorsi flexors, and k¡ee flexors and

extensors on the dominant ìeg using an isokinetic dynamometer. To evaluate differences

jn MVIC (Newton meters) of the four.lower limb muscìes, repeated measures ANOVA

(two groups x four muscle groups) was used. Static two-point discrimination (TPD)

lesting 1o the underside ofthe firsl toe was made 1o evaluate the innervation density ofthe

sìowly adapting receptors. TPD values of groups were compared using an independent t-

test. A Chi-square test was used for categorical variables.

The authors found no significant difference between fallers and non-fallers in

balance stability in wide stance tasks. In narrow stance eyes open condition, the fallers

showed signifìcantly higher ML sway (p = 0.005), COP velocity (p:0.01) and COP path

(p = 0.01). Wilh eyes closed foam condilion (narrow stance), the fallers group showed

sig¡ifìcantly hìgher ML sway (p = 0.009), COP velocity (p = 0.03), COP path (p = 0.03)

and ellìplical area (p = 0.03). With eyes open standing on foam (narrow stance), the

failers showed a signifìcantly higher ML sway (p = 0.014) and elìiptical area (p = 0.047).

The autho¡s argued that people.,with higher Mt-sway-had-three-tjmes-greater-risk- of
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faìling. No significanl djfference was found between groups in the Los lest fo¡ AP and

ML displacement for the wide and na¡¡ow stance conditions. No significant differences

were found in klee flexors, extensors and ankle planlar/dorsiflexo¡s MVIC between

fallers and non-fallers. Faìle¡s had signifìcantly poorer TPD with a value of 14.93 +

l.lmm compared with 12.98 + 0.3mm in the non-fallers group (p < 0 05) The study

findings suggest that simple and safe laboratory quantitative meâsuremenl like coP in

nanoìN stance condition can differentiate olde¡ adults between fallers and non-fallers and

,r" in u. a preliminary screening lool for predicting future risk of falling'

CLIMCAL BALANCE ASSESSMENT TOOLS

Cljnicalbalancetestsfallintotwobroadcategories:(i)staticand(íi)dynamic.

Static balance tests includ.e single limb slance, tandem standing, the Romberg test and the

sharpenedRomberglest.DynamictestsincludelheTimedUpandGo(TUG)(Podsiadìo

&Richardson,199l),theBergBalanceScale(BBS)(Berg,Wood-Dauphinee,Wiìliams,

& Maki, 1992b), the Six.M jnute Wa]k Test (SMÌ/T) (Guyatt et al', l 98 5), the Functional

Reach [FR) (Duncan, r einer, Chandler, & Studenski, ]990) and lhe Tinetti's

pe¡formance-oriented Mobility Assessment and Dynamic Gait Index (POMA) (Tinetti,

1986). Alsó, tesrs such as the Falls Efïìcacy Scale (FES) (Tinetti, Richman, & Powelì,

lg90) and rhe Activities specifics Balance confìdence Scale (ABC) (Powell et al., r995)

are based on the concept ofseìf-efficacy or confidence in one's ability to perform a given

task or behaviour and have been used in clinical balance assessment. Simple clinical tasks

like sit to stand, standing with eyes closed, standing with reduced Bos, turning around,

slanding on oneìeg; stepping; walking on-a-solld sur.face, tandern-waìkìng or.waking o¡ a

compliant surface are typically measured by subjective grading scales' They range from
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single three-point ordjna¡ rankíng (absent, inrpaired, present) to a scale with grades of

normal, good, fair, poor and absent or objective grading (i.e. ti)ne lo finish task, distance

able to reach or walk). Reliabìlity measures are lacking for most subjective grading scales

(Goìdie, Bach, & Evans, 1989; Horak, 1987) and lhe tasks are vojuntaïy and self-paced in

nature ând always performed in predictable envj¡onments i.e. on flat, )rard, non-sìippery

indoor surfaces with normal lighting conditions. Some of the more commonly used

clinical balance assessmenls are described in the following paragraphs.

Tinetti's Performance Orienled Mobility Assessment (POMA):

Using performance-based evaluation criteria; Tinetti (1986) developed a clinical

test to measure baìance and gail in both frail and community-dwelling older adults. The

original test consisted of thirteen balance and nine gait tasks. However, a slightly

modified and more commonly used version has njne balance tasks and seven items to

assess gail (Galindo-Ciocon, Ciocon, & Ga)indo, 1995). It incìudes both static and

dynamic balance items, organized inlo fwo subtests ofbaìance and gair. The balance

tasks (Balance POMA) include balance during sitting, rising, atternpting to rise,

immediate standing (first fìve seconds), standing with alterâtjons in base of support,

stemal nudge, standing with eyes closed, turning 360", and standing to sjttjng. The seven

gail (Gait POMA) characteristìcs examined include initiarion, step ìength and height, step

symmetry, step continuity, palh, trunk stability, and walking stance (step width). The test

is easily administrated, requires l0 - I 5 minutes and does not need any speciai

instruments. The test uses two differenl o¡djnal subscaies 0 to I and 0 to 2 for scoring.

The maximum sco¡e for the balance component is I 6 points and l2 points for the gait
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component. The total score range is 0-2g with higher scores indicating greater

independence and ìess ¡jsk of falls.

Tinetti (1986) reported scores of l4 + 6 fo¡ ¡ecurrent fallers and 2l +4 inolder

adults with one or no incidence offa[s (p < 0.000r). ]n addition, a gair score of ress rhan

9 and a baìance sco¡e of ress than r 0 had been reported to be an independent prediclor for

recurrent falls (Tinetti, 1986). Cipriany-Dacko, Innerst, Johannsen, & Rude (l 99?) found

fair to excellent interrater reliability (0.40 - 1.00) for novice physiotherapy sludents and

fair to good (0.40 - 0.75) inrerater reriabiriry among physiotherapists with varied

experience. The Balance POMA vr'as reporled 10 have a high correìation (r = 0.g l) \,i ith

the BBS (Berg, Maki, 'ùr'iiljams, Holliday, & tr'ood-Dauphinee. 1992a). The gair

component ofPoMA was reporled to have a moderate correiations (r = 0.7g) wilh the g-

item Physical Pe¡formance Tesr (Reuben & siu, 1990) and totar ankre range ofmotion (r

= 0.63) (Mecagni, Smith, Roberrs, & O'Sulìjvan, 2000). The Balance pOMA, Gajt

POMA and lotal POMA were found ro have a moderateìy high correration (r = - 0.73 to -
0.78) with a functional obstacle course measure (Means, Rodell, o'sullivan, & lvinger,

1998).

The main disadvantages ofthe poMA are that it is not sensitive ro detect subtre

changes in balance and the sensitivity for lhe reast detectabre difference or crinicalry

meaningñrl changes have not been established. The poMA does not measure the effects

ofaltered vision or envi¡onmenrar hazards on balance. users shourd be wary of using the

lool as an outcome measure, especially for higher-functioning older adults, because of the

likeÌy ceiling effects oflhe ordinal scales used in the tool. The number ofversions and

t¡e llct< 9ri!114.e11tj!gal,9!gy¡iglyg'srgAil lEgtn e_9!9,9r!_c__e!LCy_als! qolspjjçere
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the evalualion of the psychornetric properties ofth;s tool (VanSwearingen & Brach,

2001).

Berg Bala nce Scale (BBS)

Berg er al. (1992a) developed this lesl to rreasure baìance impair'enl. The test is

based on the principle lhat a person's balance can be challenged by decreasing his or her

base ofsupport. The tasks jncluded in this tesl are almost identical to lhe ones used in

Tinetti's POMA. The BBS tests l4 common movemenl tasks: sitting to standing,

standing to sitting, transfening from bed to chair, sining and standing unsupporled,

standing with eyes closed, standing with feet logether, tândem standjng, single Iimb

standing, reaching, picking up an object frorn the floor, alternatìng foot on stool, looking

over the shouÌder and turning 360'. The tasks are grâded on a S-poìnt ordinal scale (0 to

4), where a score of4 indicates that the patient performs independently, needs no cues

and meets lime or distance criteria; a score of 0 jndicates inability to perform. The total

score can range from 0lo 56, \ jth higher scores indicating greater independence. Tbe test

can be easily administered and no special training or instruments are required. The

auiho¡s support a cut-offscore of45 of56 for independent safe ambulation (Berg et al.,

1992a). The crìterion validity has been suppoted by moderate to high conelations wjth

other clinical performance measures (Tinettì, Barthel Mobility subscale, TUG, and gait

speed), bul low to moderate correlations wjth Jaboratory postural sway measures using

COP recordings (Berg et al., 1992a).

Shumway-Cook, Baldwín, Poljssar, & Gruber (1997) conducted a retrospective

study to predict fall rate in community-dwelling older adults. Fourty-four aduìts aged

..._-=over 65-years-with two or. mo¡e.falìs-in the jast.s jx_months,or- wilhoùt history of.falJs



pañicipated in the study. Participants with co-morbidities that could have affected

balance were excluded. The authors found a sensitivity oî91%o and a specifìcity of 82%

when the score oflhe BBS combjned with a self-¡eported hislory of imbalance. In

another experimenl, Bogle Thorbahn & Newton (1996) assessed balance in 66 nursing

home ¡esidents (Age = 69 -9Ð of two independent life-care communities. Total 38% of

the participants in the study reported having co-morbidities. The BBS was found to have

53% sensitivity with a cut-offsco¡e of45. They concluded that the older adults who

scored above the cut-offscores were less likely to falì than older adults who sco¡ed below

the cut-off score, howeve¡ more decreased sco¡es did not predict increased frequency of

falls. They conciuded that the BBS has poor sensitivity for predicting future falls. They

identified the need to improve the BBS sensitjvity, particular)y for older adulls scoring

closer 1o cut-offscore of45.

The BBS is better at identifying individuals who are nol ât risk offalling than

those at risk for faìls. ln a perspective study, Riddle et al. (1999) combined the data of

Shumway-Cook et al. (1997) and Bogle Tirorbahn et al. (1996) to look at the validity of

the test for predicting falìs using the cut-off score of 40, 45, 50 and 55. Tbe analysis

revealed a sensitivity of 45%o and a specifìcity of 96Vowilh a cut-offscore of40, a

sensitivity of 64% and a specifìcity of 90% with a cut-off score of 45, a sensitivity of

85Vo and a specificity of 73% with a cut-off score of 50 and a sensitivity of 97%oand a

specificity of 26% wilh a cul-off score of 55. Kometti, Fritz, Chiu, Light, & Veìozo

(2004) stated thât the BBS has poorly defined operalionaì categories. To support their

arguments, the authors djscussed the dissimilarity noted amongst va¡ious tasks of the

BBS-.-Eor-example, in the-tajlsJe-Ls-t-es!,. a-s-cqg o:L2 sugg€l!! in 1!djrl4u4li! qþ lS
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transfer with verbal cues and/or supervision whereas in the unsupported standing on one

leg test, a sco¡e of2 suggests an indjvidual's abllity to ìift and hold one leg independently

for three seconds or more. The autho¡s argued that it is not appropriare to combine scores

from ratings thal have differenl functional irnplications. They also pointed out thal the

passing criteria for diffe¡ent tasks is nol the same. For example, one will get four points

affer passing the sitting tâsk, which requires sitting safely for two minutes. In contasl,

one will get two points for passing the standing on one leg task thât js able to lill a leg

independently and hold it for th¡ee seconds or more. They argued that even though the

BBS does not comment on specific passing for each item, it can be assumed that

successful completion ofthe lask wilhout physicaì/verbal cues or supervision would be

considered as passing. Thus, completing the task ofsitting unsupported would earn more

points than standing on one leg. They recommended using the Rasch measurement

technique to provide a relationship between the total BBS score and functional status

thereby improving the rating scale shucture for each lask. However, since the autho¡s had

only used lhis technique on a previously collected database, its reìiabilìty and validity

need to be determined.

The total score ofthe BBS offers only limited guidance for clinical intervention.

With a score of45 to 55, one can say that a person has a low risk offall, however the

cause for a low score (i.e. motor problems, sensory problerrs, medicalions and/or

environment) cannot be identifìed. Therefore, the BBS is not very usefirl in designing a

cljent-tailored exercise program and predicting future falls.
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Time Up and Go Test (TUG)

The rest was designed by podsiadro el ar. (r 99r) ro measure rhe mobiriry skils of

f¡ail olde¡ adults between the ages of60 - 90 years. The study incìuded 60 parients from

a geriatric day hospital witlr a mean age ol 79.4 years. The paficipants u¡ere diagnosed

with mild dementia, cerebrovascular accident, parkinsonism, cerebellar degenerarion,

rheumatoid arthritis or osteoanhritjs. The TUG requires the patient to get up from a

regular armchair, walk fo¡ three meters, turn, walk back to the chair and sit down. The

patienl can wear regular shoes and use an assistive device. The test does not require any

special equipmenl and rakes approximately l5 minutes to complete. The oìde¡ version

used a 5-point ordinal scale based on rhe obse¡ver's assessmenr of the patient's risk of

falling, with scores of I suggesting normal, 2 very slightly abnormal, 3 mild)y abnormaì,

4 moderately abnormal and 5 severely abnormal. The newe¡ version (TUG) reco¡ds the

time (in seconds) required for completing the task.

Most âdults can complete the test in l0 seconds; sco¡es of I I to 20 seconds were

considered within normal limits for f¡ail older adults and scores over 20 seconds were

suggested for impaired functional mobility. Scores of30 seconds or more corresponded

lo functional dependence in people with pathoÌogy. Crilerion validity has been

deiermìned as moderate to high with sco¡es ofthe BBS (r = - 0.gl), gait speed (r = _.061),

and the Barthel Index of Activities ofDaily Living Scale (r = - 0.7g) (podsiadlo et al.,

I99r).

Podsiadlo et al. ( I 991) reponed high teslretest and inter¡are¡ (physiotherapist,

physician, and patienl attendant) reliability (lntraclass Cor¡elation Coefficients (ICC) =

0.99). ln anolher study oftesr-retest reliabiJiry, the-leC.was reporred 0,97 (Steffen,
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Hacker, & Mollin ger,2002). Construct validity had been explored by examining

differences in scores for palients who were independent and dependenl in basic transfers

AÌl participanls who compreted the TUG in ress than 20 seconds were independent in

transfers, whereas participanls who required 30 or more seconds were dependent

(Podsiadlo et al., 1991).

The TUG scores for commun jty-dweJìing panicjpants (65_95 years old) with a

history offall were found to be hìgher than in people with no hisrory offalling

(Shumway-Cook, Brauer, & \Voollacott, 2000; Gunter, Vr'hite, Hayes, & Snow, 2000).

Shumway-Cook et al. (2000) examindd the sensitìvity and specificity of singìe (TUG)

task against dual (TUG \ilith manual or cognitive) rask to identìS the oìder adults at risk

offalls. They found sensirivity ofrhe TUG g0% with specificity of t00% ro predict falls

for a cut-offscore ofgreater or equar to 13.5 seconds. The sensitivity was g6JTo and

specifìcity was 93.3% for the TUG with manual task for a cut-offscore at greater or

equal lo 14.5 seconds. The sensitivity was 80% and specificiry was 93.3vo for the TUG

with cognilive task fo¡ a cut-off score at greater or equal to I 5 seconds. The study found

that adding a secondary task increased the time raken to complete the TUG by 22ro 25vo.

Results oflhis study confrrmed that simultaneous performance of a secondary task has a

detrjmental effect on older adults' functional rnobiliry. This effeo was independent of the

type of secondary task performed (either manual or cognitive). The ability to predict falls

was not enhanced by adding a secondary task when performing the TUG. The authors

suggested a cut-offscore of 13.5 seconds or more to predict falìs in community-dwel ling

frail oid adults.
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The TUG is easy to administer and has good sensitiviÇ, but one should note thal

many factors could affect performance on the TUG. Type of footwear wom, chair used

(rvith or without arrnrest) and height of chair or different gait aids can affect the end

score. The test is nol appropriate for cognitively-impaired patients and measures onìy

limited aspects of balance.

Gait velocitl'

Gait velocity is customariìy measured in clinical envi¡onments 1o assess

functional mobility. Gait velocity is used in bolh ¡esearch and cljnical siluations because

of its simple clinical appìication. The tesl has some modified versions which, include

either time 10 walk differenl distance (Grace et al., 1988; Marks, 1994;Guralnik, Ferrucci,

Simonsick, Saljve, & Wallace, I995; Schwartz el al., 1999; Kennedy, Stratford, Pagura,

'Waìsh, & Woodhouse, 2002) or a distance walked ìn a specified time at maximum or

comfortable pace (Spiegel el aì., 1987; Marks, 1994). It is a performance-based test and

does no1 requìre any specialized equipment.

The usual ¡eference value for healthy adults is approximalely L33 mete¡s/second

(Bohannon, 1997; Waters, Lunsford, Perry, & Byrd, 1988). Velocities ol l.2-1.4

meters/second are desirable for healthy older aduìts (Hageman & Blanke, 1986;

Ostrosky, VanSwearingen, Burdett, & Gee, 1994). Construct validity was reported

through correìations bet\ryeen measuremenls ofgait speed and the TUG (r = .0.75)

(Mathias, Nayak, & Isaacs, 1986). The intrarate¡ reliability was reported hìgh, ranging

from 0.91 to 0.99 (Grace et al., 1988; Marks, 1994; Steffen et al., 2002) and test-retest

relìability had ICC values ranging from 0.80 to 0.88 (Marks, 1994).
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Maki (1997) found gait veìocities of 0.66 + 0.19 meters/second in ,.fearful fallers,,

while (Kressig et al., 2004) reported gait velocìtíes of 0.97 + 0.23 meters/second in older

adults who we¡e in transitioning to frairty. Maki (1991) argued rhat the order adurts, who

had fear of falls, were less rikely to comply with instructions to waìk as quick)y and

safely as possible. Tinetti et ar. (1990) srrowed that the usuai warking pace significantìy

correlated with the Falls Efficacy Scale (FES) scores with p < 0.0001. Guralnik et al.

(1995) studied predictive validity ofgait veJocity in community-dwelling older aduìts.

They found that when baseline sco¡es increased ûom < 3.1 seconds to 5.7 seconds to

walk eighr feet, a greater percentage ofpa,1icipants had more restricted activities of daily

living four years later. Potter, Evans, & Duncan (1995) examined the rerationship

berween gait speed and functionai independence in older adulrs. The study inciuded 160

(l0l females, 59 males, mean âge = 7g.5) partìcipanls vvho were serected randomry from

the in-patient and outpatient departmenrs of a geriatric unit in a generar hospitar in

scotland' The participants had a wide range ofdisabilities and functional srates. All

participants were independently mobiìe with or wilhoul gait aíds. Their cognitive

functions we¡e assessed by an abbreviated mentar rest. patients were described as

cognitively inlact ifthey sco¡ed more than 7 0ut of 10. Gait speed was measured by a

portable ultrasonic accelerometer on rhree separate occasions over oDe day. pa,ticipants

were asked to walk on a carpeted or úinyr floor. Their abirity to perfo¡rn ADL was

assessed by an occupational therapist using the Modjfìed Banhel ADL index. The srudy

found thal participants with gait speeds of less than 0.25 melers/second were more

dependent in one or more ADL function. participants v/irh a gait speeds between 0.3 5 and

0.55 meteis/s-econd We¡e forn-d mcire iñiJépendenTjñ ãlj ADl-ftnblions..pãrr jcjþàìts vjrh



a gait speeds greater than 0.55 meters/second were found independent in all ADL

functions. In additjon, the authors found no relationship between gait speed and floor

surface or cognitive function. Thougb this article eslablishes a good reìationship betì!een

gait speed and ADL, the ¡esuhs cannot be generalized to the older population. pre-

existing and co-mo¡bid conditions such as previous stroke a¡d contracture could bave

impacted the performance ofthese paticipants. ln addition, the floor surface used in the

study was not identical for all participanls, which could have affected their ability to waìk

more quickly.

Gait velocity measu¡emenl has a number of limitations. First, lhere is no

guarantee that an increase in gait veìocity will denote a meaningfirl improvemenl in

performance; since it is usually measured jnside, in a predictable, uncluttered, controiìed

environment, lhe¡efore fhe skills required cannot be assumed to transfer to outside

mobility. Second, many facto¡s can affect gait velociÇ. Buchner, Larson, Wagner,

Koepselì, & de Lateur (1996) found that loss ofslrenglh and aerobic capacity cause

reduclion in gait speed in a nonljnea¡ manner and modesl changes in fitness could not be

expecled to produce clinicalìy meaningful change in gait speed. Kressig er al. (200a) did

not find any relationship between age and gait speed amongst fraiÌ older adults. They

argued that factors such as depression, fear of falling, and./or lower ext¡emity leg strengh

might have more effect on gait performance. Improvement in depressive symptorns and

heahh status could improve gait speed with no significant reìationship between changes

in fitness (strength and aerobic capacity) (Buchner et al., 1996). Ostchega et aì. (20O0)

also found a significant relationship between depression and cognitive status over lower

cqi! lp.sgd.
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Six-Minrte l alk Test (SM\ryT)

The SMWT is used to neasure the maximum distance that a person can walk in 6

minutes afler being ìnstructed to waìk as quickly as posslble (Guyatt et al., 1985). The

SMWT is a commonly used physica) performance measure in clinical research and is

used to assess function in patients wjth cardiovascular, pulmonary disease or chronic lung

disease (Butland, Pang, Gross, Woodcock, & Geddes, 1982; Kadikar, Maurer, & Kesten,

1997) or peripheral occlusive arte¡ial disease (Montgornery & Gardner, 1998). lt is a

useful instrumenl because of its ease of ad:rinjstration and similarity to norrral daily

activities. Studies have shown good test-¡etest reliability for measurements obtained with

the SMWT jn palients with cardiovascular disease, with ICC from 0.94 (61 men, 3

women; mean age = 68 years, SD =7) (Montgomery et al., 1998) to 0.96 (40 men, 5

rvomen; mean age:49 years, SD = 8) (Cahaìin, Mathier, Semigran, Dec, & DiSalvo,

1996). Other studies have shown construct validity through correlations (r = 0.63 - O.79)

between distance walked in 6 minutes and peak oxygen consumption in patients with

heart failure (Cahalin et al., 1996) or pulmonary disease (Cahalin, Pappagianopoulos,

Prevost, Wain, & Ginns, 1995). The SMWT has been recognized as a general indicator of

physical performance and mobility in older populations.

Cho, Scarpace, & Alexander (2004) found a co¡relation (r) of the SMWT with the

POMA (0.617), the ABC Scale (0.631), the TUG (-0.752), Tandem Walk (-0.52a),

Tandem Stand (0.519), Unipedal Slance (0.527) with p < 0.01, jn 167 older adults (mean

ageTS,nnge 65-90 years) with mild balance impairments. Duncan, Chandler, Studenski,

Hughes, & Prescott (1993) reported thâl perfornrance on the SM'ü/T djffered significantly

between o-ìder men with varying lerlels of mobility lmpairment. Harada, Chju, & Stevra¡t
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(l 999) reponed moderate correlations befween the SMWT distance and mobílity

measures, incìuding standing balance, chair stands' and gait speed in people at or over the

age of 65 Years

These results suggest that ralher than being a specifìc measure of cardiovascular

exercise capacity, performance on the 6-minute walk test may also be influenced by a

range of faclors associated with mobility' In particular' physiologic factors such as

strength, baìance, speed, peripheral sensalion, vision' and chronic pain' which deterr¡ine

mobility leveìs, rray have a significant impacl on six-minute walk performance in older

people (Lord, Lìoyd, & Li, 1996) PsychoÌogjcaì factors are also found to play an

impoflant role on SM'üy'T performance, as the presence ofdepression has been associated

wirh reduced rvaìking speed (Lamb er aì , 2000)' To determine the extent 1o which

physiological, psychological, and health-relared factors predict six-minute walk distance

in older people, Lord & Menz (2002) assessed sensorimotor function' balance' cognitive

function, mood, pain, health status and physical activity of 5l 5 frail older adults between

the ages of 62 and 95 years (79 5 + 6'4) residing in retirement villages in Australia' They

found thal afier normalizing six-minute walk distânce for heighf il was inverseìy

correlated wilh age (r = - q.45'P < 0'01) Other than age' visual contrast sensitivity'

lower-limb strength, simple reaction time, sway with eyes open on the floor' maximal

baìance range, Positive and Negalive Affecl Scheduìe' SF-36 pain score' medications'

and SF-36 general health subscale score were significant and independent predictors of

performanceinsMWT.Ofthesemeasures,strength'maximalbalancerange'medication

use, and age explained the largest proportion of variance in the SMWT distance They
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concluded that in older people, six-ìninule vr'alk distance depends on multìple

physiological, psychological, and health factors.

Funcfional Reach (FR)

The Funclional Reach test (FR) was developed by Duncan et al. (1990). It is used

to assess dynamic balance ofbasic standing activity. It is the maximal distânce one can

reach forward beyond arm length while maintaining a fixed BOS in the standing position.

It uses a leveled yardstick mounted on the wall positioned al shouÌder heighl. The

indjvidual stands next to the wall (without touching it) v/ith the shoulder flexed to 90

degrees, elbow strâjght and hand in a fìsl. An iniliaì measu¡ement is recorded ofthe

position ofthe third metacarpal along the yardstick. The measurement is repeated in the

forward reach position. This measurement is then subtracted from the iniliaì

measuremenl. Three trials ofFR are performed and the average of all three trials

recorded.

Duncan, Studenski, Chandler, & Prescofl (1992) conducled the FR test on 2 17

community-dwelling, older male veterans (aged 70 to 104) with diagnoses ofParkinson's

disease, stroke, cerebellar disease, myelopathy, peripheral neuropathy, Meinere's disease,

amputation, joinl replac€ment, and arthritis. The participants were foìlowed for six

months to monitor falls. Participants with two o¡ mo¡e falls during the six-month follow-

up period were classified as ¡ècur¡enl fallers. The autho¡s concluded that the participanls

who were able 1o stand but unable to reach were eight times more likely 1o falì lhan were

participants who could reach l0 inches or farlher. Participanls who reached less lhan or

equal to six inches were four times rnore likel¡' to falì than those ìvho reached l0 inches

_ qgrths':È!lelpe!!! ylrgr-.ry[9q tlEr,!!,?r.1,,rT5:L:l]::qe1l9-T:-Þ:!r'"1'
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twice more iikely to fall than those who reached l0 ìnches or farther. The FR test has a

test-retest reliability of 0.92 and an jntra rater ¡eliabiiity of 0.98 (Berg & Norman, I 996).

Age reìated norms for the FR test have been determined as follows: 20 to 40 years old;

14 to l7 inches,4l to 69 years old; ì3 to l6 inches and 70 to 87 years old; l0 to l3

inches. Score of less than 7 inches is an indicative of a f¡ail individual who is limited in

mobiìity and ADL skills and demonstrâted jnc¡eased faÌl risk (Duncan et al., 1992). In a

study assessing balance in 30 participants ofa day hospital (age > 65), Thornas & Lane

(2005) found no statistjcally significant difference in performance on the FR test between

fallers and non-fallers. They argued that the FR test is not usefirì in discriminating

amongst parlicipants who may be at risk offalling and cannot be recommended for use as

a falls ¡isk measure in a day hospital environmenl. Jonsson, Henriksson, & Hirschfeld

(2003) reported that performance jn the FR test is influenced more by trunk flexibil ity

than displacement of lhe COP; thus, il may not be a lrue measure ofbalance.

Aclivity Specific Balance Confidence Scale (ABC Scale)

Powell et al. (l995) developed the ABC Scale to measure confidence leveis in the

performance of activities of daily livingin community-dweìling elders. It is an I l-point

scale and ¡alings consisl of 0% (no confidence) to 100% (complete confidence) for 16

items. The totaì score may range from 0 and I 600, whích is divjded by l6 to get the ABC

score. The scale was designed to include a wider continuum of activity difficulty and

more detailed item descriptors than the FES. Initial testing involved 60 community

seniors (aged 65 - 95) who were self-classjfied as eìlher high or low in mobility

confidence according to their perceived need for a walking aid and personaì âssjslance to

;b;lrt"Ñid"---rro nsc S"ule *us ,"poiì.ãì"Ï*. ;t.i"ul Ëons;sr.ncy
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(Cronbach's Alpha (Ct) = 0.96) and test-relesl reliability (r = 0.92), (Powel) et aì., I 995).

Convergent and djsc¡iminative validity of the ABC Scaìe was found strong in an older

populalion (Myers et al., 1996).

Kressig et al. (2001) examined the prevalence offear offalling and its association

with demographic, functional and behavioural characteristics in older adults aged 70 and

oJder(n= 281, ma'le = I7,female= 270).They found crjterion validiÐ¡ of r = - 0.65, p <

0.001 between the FES and the ABC Scâle. A signifìcant association was found between

depression and fear offalling (p < 0.001) with depressed jndjviduals lwice more ìikely to

have fea¡ of falling than non-depressed indjvjduals. Aiso, it was found that non-fearf:l

panicipants had significantly higher average gait speeds (l.l0:l 0.32 m/s) compared ro

fearñ:ì participants (0.85 + 0.27 mls) for the l0 - meter walk with p < 0.001. The slow

\Nalkers (: 0.9 m/s) were 3.8 times (95% Cl = 2.3 - 6.3) and participants with impaired

gaitlbalance were 5.4 times (95%Cl = 1.5 - I8.9) more likely to be fearful of falling on

lhe ABC scale. They found no significãnt co¡relalion between age and fear of falling (ì.e.

fear of falling is common in all older aduìls transilioning to frailty). Hotchkiss et al.

(2004) reporled the limitations of the ABC Scale in a study of I l8 communify-dwel Iing

individuals, aged 60 or over (60 - 99 years) with the rnean age of75.8. They showed that

the ABC Scale has little ability to identif, individuals who have history offalling and is

inádequate to predict individuals v/ho restrict their activilies. They concluded that the

ABC Scale alone cannot accurately predict who might be at risk for falls and who rnay

need an inlervention program.
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Table l: Summary of Clinical and Laboralory Based Balance Assessmenf Tests

Balance Tesl Environmental

ABC ScaÌe

BBS

Functional Reach

Gait Velocity

LOS test

mCTSIB

POMA

SMV/T

SOT

TUG

None, Subjeuive

Self Generated
Perturbalions

Self Generated
Pefurbations

Unperturbed

Self Generated
Perturbations

Unperturbed, Some
Perturbations

Self Gene¡ated
Perturbations

Unperturbed

External
Perturbations

Self Generated
Perturbations

Simple and Stable
Sorre Movjng BOS

Simple and Stabìe

Simple and Stable
Moving BOS

Stable BOS

Simple, Stable and
Sensory

Manipulation

Simple and Stable,
Some Moving BOS

Simple and Stable

Complex and
Sensory

Manipulation

SimpÌe and Stable

P¡edictive and Some
Reactive Balance

Cont¡ol

P¡edictive and Some
Reactive Balance

Cont¡ol

P¡edictive

Predictive

Predictive and Some
Reactive Balance

Control

Predictive and Some
Reactive Baiance

Control

Predictive

Predictive, Mainly
Reactive Balance

Controi
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Fa ing ìs the sixth reading cause of death amongst order aduìts: 33% oforder

aduìrs fa each year (carnpbe|, Borrie, & spears, r ggg) and 360% oflhose who ra are

seriousJy injured fKoski, Luukinen, Laippala. & Kivela, l99g). Baìance and ambulatory

assessments are typica'y performed on solid fixed surfaces such as indoor floors. Even

though routine crinicar assessments incorporate a range of stat;c and dynamic tasks, lhey

a¡e often timed tasks which do nol evaruale quarity of movements, rery on the subjective

evaluation ofthe administrator, are serf-paced and have predictabre environments, thus

their abirity to identi$ different aspects ofbarance cont¡oì and causes ofthe performance

deficit is rimited (Refer to Tabre I). othe¡ lhan crinicar barance lests, sophisticated

instruments for bdlance assessment such as the Sensory Organization Test (SOT)(Cohen
' et ar., l 9g6) and the Lirnits of srabiìiry (Los) test (waìrmann, 200 r ) are arso avairabre.

However, these are expensive comme¡cial products whicb require speciaÌ trajning to
administer' Performance in the crsrB is quantified by recording the amount of time rhe

pa,.icipanl can maintain standing balance, lhus it cannot provide quantifìcation of the

quality of movement (El Kashìan et al., l99g; Cohen, Blatchly, & Gombash, 1993).

Several studies have used a sponge as a compliant surface and biomechanical force plates

(undemeath the sponge pad) to record COp to quantifo the amount of.body sway and

balance control and advocaled the use of sponge as a more comprehensive balance_

assessing tool (crealh et aj.,2005; El Kashlan et al., lggg; Teasdale et al., lggra).

However, as sponge pad distorts ground reaction forces, il also distorts and damps the

coP posilion signars. cop signars ¡ecorded f¡om rhe bottor¡ ofrhe sponge pad is found

=. --.-t-o--he-differsnr,and.non=rinearry relatedl0rhal.of.fhe-10p.'o-f:spoijge- jrâd-(Bei\!i;; _: _ r.: : : ,: l
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Moussavi, & S2turm,2005). ìn addition, variations in the protocol and anaìysis used in

djfferent studies make it difficult ro draw definitive conclusions (pijrtola & Era, 2006).

There is a c¡itical need to develop a simple to administer, cosleffective clinical 1ool,

which can assess balance control in cornrrunity-dweJling oìder adults in both controlled

(predict ive) and unpredictive environments.



DESCRIPTION OF TIIE PAPER

Reduced mobility and falls are com¡¡on and potentially preventabìe sources of

disabìlity, tnortality and morbidity in older adulls. Balance control is an irrportant factor

when considering mobility and falls in this popuìation. Dynamic balance js required lo

perform both basic (BADL) and inshumental activities of daily living (IADL). The

BADLs include bathing, toileting, preparing food, dressing, and eating. The iADLs

include walking a mile, taking public transporlation, shopping and crossing streets.

Mobiìity skills are necessary for outdoor walking and ñ¡nclional independence. lt is very

important to provide effective and simple ways to document changes in baìance and

mobility skills amongst oider jndividuals. lt is also imporlant to have the ab;lity to

quantify the cause ofbalance problem, the level and its association to fall ¡isk. The

detection of balance impairmenls is )ikely 1o reduce future probability of falls, if

combined \ryjth appropriale inte¡ventions. So far, the clinicaì tests developed to quantify

balance performance as an outcome measure do not focus on alì aspects ofbalance

regulation. Most ofthese tesls are self-paced and performed on stable or predictab)e

surfaces. Tests like the BBS and Tinettj's POMA assess balance in broad calegories and

are ineffective in detecting borderline balance deficils. Other tests, which a¡e more

dynamic (e.g. moving platforms, the SOT), challenge nrore than one physiological

mechanism ofbalânce conl¡ol but they are costly and difficult to ad:ninister; whjch make

them inappropriate fo¡ a routine cìinical environmenls.

The goal ofthjs stud), was to work towards development ofa balance assessrnenl

tool to assess balance control in community-dwelling older adults. Based on the previous

fìndings and methodolg&i_gs yl-ed: grlgy b-algnçe as-sgç_sp_enl_t9o.l. -.tbe_Dy!_arylic Balance



Assessment (DBA) test was developed to assess balance in community-dwelìing older

adults. It is a modification oflhe foam and dome test.In addition. the DBA test

incorporates saljent features ofthe SOT test i.e. elimination or distortion ofsensory

information, and lhus evaluates the contribulion of sensory interactions to balance

control. It also includes motor tasks which cìosely simulate activjties ofdaiìy living e.g.

trunk rotation, head turning and lrunk bending. In the DBA test, six graded balance tasks

are jntroduced fìrst on a normal fixed floo¡ surface and progression is made by using a

sponge as a compiiânt surface. The DBA tesl assesses both feedforward and feedback

mechanisms oflhe balance cont¡o]. The following paper describes the ability ófthe DBA

test to iden{ifo community-dwelling older adults \"i ith a history of one or more falls in the

last one year. The paper descrìbes the features, strength and limitations ofthe DBA test.
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METHODOLOGY SUPPLEMENT

The foìlorvlng section provides detailed descriptions of accelerometers and

composite motor co-ordinaljon index, which js not included in the lnanuscript. It also

contains a detailed description ofcotnposite score for COP measurements, which is

briefly outlined in the manuscript.

Acceleromelers

Changes in COP movements are not always accompanied by similar changes in

the posilion ofthe trunk, suggesting a change in balance strategy ralher than balance '

defìcits (Panzer, Bandinelli, & Hallett, 1995). Information about tbe co-ordination

between upper (trunk) and lower segments (ìegs) is therefore also important while

assessing balance control. An accelerometer ìs a portabìe, ìow-cost and sensilive

aÌlernative to detect body sway. The transducer is small, lightweight, and can be easily

applied. The technique is non-invasive, does not restrict nâtural movement and is

sensitive to sublle changes in motion. The relìability and vaìidity ofusing accelerometers

for balance assessmenl has been demonstrated previously (Ladin, Flowers, & Messner,

1989; Kamen, Patten, Du, & Sison, 1998). ln the current study, two miniaturized tri-axial

accelerometers (Nextgen,2xlxl cm; 30 grams) we¡e used to measure body sway. One

accelerometer was fixed to the lower leg at the tibial tuberosity and the second on the T2

spinous process. The acceìe¡ometer sjgnals \ryere reco¡ded at 200 Hz [National

Instrumenls Dala Acquisition syslem, USA).

Composife Score for COP measurements

A balance index was crealed to quantifo performance on the DBA test and allow

q_1e1islLc_q!.CC_lqpqfigo¡1, !94 -t9. pgul-9,O! q"f tligfr,,"4 -swaypathlenglh 
were
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computed for each successful lask on the DBA test from the pressure map recordings. A

Composite score for swaypathlength and COP excursions for AP and ML directions were

then calculated for each participant to index balance performance in the DBA test by the

following method: For each COP dependent variable, the maximum value over the

twelve conditions was identified. This maxi:¡lum value was then taken as 1000%. Based

on that, the remaining values we¡e converted into percentile format. The percentile data

was t¡ansformed to an ordinal scale ranging from 0-5 to mâke the resulls of diffe¡ent test

condilions compa¡able and 1o make residual variances unifo¡m. The conditions that the

participant was unable to complete were scored as zero.

Therefore, 0 = unable to complete the test condilion

I = greater than 800% and less than or equal to l00oZ

2 = grealer lhan 60Yo and ìess than or egual to 80%

3 = grealer than 40%o and less than or equal to ó0%

4 = greater lhan 20o/o and less than or equaì to 40olo

5 = greater than 0olo and less than or equal to 200%

Thus, the maxjmum score possible for lhe DBA tesl for each COP va¡iable couìd vary

from 0 to 30 for each surface and composite sco¡e could vary from 0 to 60 r here the

higher score indícates better performance. Table 2 illust¡ales an example ofthe

Composite score calculation.
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Table2: Example of Composite Score for COP measurements

Condition Su bject Perform an ce

COP Srvavnalblenstb lcm)
Percen tìle Composile Score

I
2
3

4
5

6

7
8

9
l0
ll
t2

20
40
100

r50
100

150
150

UC
t50
UC
200
UC

l0
20
50

75
50

t5
75

0
't5

0

100
0

Composile Score for COP Swaypalhlength
Normal Surface Score (Condition I to 6)

Sponge Surface Score (Condition 7 to 12)

25t60
20t30
0s/3 0

UC: Unable lo Complete



Composite Motor Coordinaf ion Index

The correlalion coefficient between the trunk and ankle segmenls for

anteroposlerior and medjoìare¡al acceleration signals were computed for each task using

Matlab scripts. The test in which participants couid not able ro complete was reco¡ded as

0. If both segments (trunk and ankle) are moving in harmony, then the correlations can be

expected lo be higher. A score of I jndicates good coordination between trunk and ankle

and 0 indicates no coo¡dination. The Composite Motor Coordination Index was then

compuled by summing the co¡¡elatio¡ coefficienl (r) value ofHead Rotation, Shoulder

Flexion, Trunk Rolation and Trunk Flexion lasks for both surfaces; i.e.4 cor¡elation

coeffìcients x 2 surfaces. Thus, the composite motor coordination index score could vary

from 0 to I where higher score ìndicates better motor coordjnalion.
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RTSIJLTS SI]PPLEMENT

The folìowing result section is not included in the manuscript. It describes the

ability ofthe DBA test to identifo corrmunity-dwelling older adults at risk of falling. lt

also examines the differences between non-fallers and fallers on molor coordinalion

index.

I . The objective was to explore whefher the DBA and cjinical tests can identifl

those community-dwelìing older adults who are at risk of falJing, and to

delermine which parameter is most benefìcial in identifiing fallers. Based on

performance on the DBA test, participants we¡e separated ínto groups re)ating to

their rjsk of falling (or losing their balance). The independent variable was loss of

balance in the DBA lest, which had three levels -
Lorv Risk: Participants were able to complete tasks on the normal

surface as welì as simple tasks on the sponge surface

however they started losing balance in complex tâsks on

the sponge surface e.g. sponge eye closed, trunk forward

bending and./or trunk rotation (n = 32 particìpants)

Participants were able to complete tasks on the no¡mal

surface however they started losing balance in simpìe tasks

performed on the sponge surface e.g. sponge eyes open,

sponge head rotation and/or sponge arm movemenl (n : 28

panicìpants)

Moderate Risk :
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Higb Risk: Participants starled losing balance in tasks performed on

the normal surface (n = 12 participants)

Means and standa¡d devialions were calculated for the normally distributed

variables (scores on the BBS, six-minute walk tesl, and experimental coP variables for

normaì surface). Median and Inter Quartile Range (lQR) were computed for non-

normallydistributedvariabìes(prescribedtnedicalion,homecare/assistance,theTUC

and gait velocity). Independent t test for normaìly distributed and Mann - Whitney U test

fo¡ non - normally distributed variables were used to study inter group differences (p <

0.05).

Thefindingsarei]}ustratedinTab]e3.Noneoftheclinicallestsìxeleableto

djffe¡entiate between the Low and Moderate Risk groups. For the normal surface, scores

of swaypathlength and COP ML excursions we¡e abìe to detect the diffe¡ence between

the Low Risk ând Moderate Risk groups. For the comparison between the Low and

ModerateRiskgroups_onlylheexperimentalvariab]esonlhenolmalsurfaceusedsjnce

both groups would have obvious difference between the experimental variables on the

sponge surface.

A1l clinical lesls were able to detect difference between the Low and High Risk

groups, while the TUG, gait velocity and BBS were able to differentiate between the

Moderate and High Risk grouPs.

The clinical balance assessment tests wele not able to pledicl fall risk until the

participanlshadaLoBonthenormalsurface.Noneoftheclinjcâlbalanceassessment

tesfs were able to diffe¡entiate between the Low and Moderate Risk groups who had no

inCidence of a LOB on ihe nòrmal sùiÎâ-Cê ìn ilie DBA-tèrl. Ho-wevei; ölinjcãl balanc€
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assessmenl tests were able 1o differentiate between the Low vs' High and Moderale vs'

High-risk groups as high-risk group palticipants had experienced LOBs on lìre norrnal

surfaceinlheDBAtest.AllclinicalbaìancetestsfailedtodifferentiatebetweentheLorv

and Moderate ¡isk group, which suggest that clinical balance tests cannot assess the effect

ofunpfedictabìeenvirorulìentonba]ancecontroì.TheresultsofthjsstudySuggestthat

community-dwelling older adults who are at a risk of fall can be subdivided into three

categories - high, moderate and low ¡isk'
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T ábÌe 3: :çrouF baseil bn.lots in'the DB;A"tesr

ML COP Excursisn

I\4edrâm oeR)
Lorv v3. High Rtsk gro¡ps Cgnifr¡antatp < O.0I

Luç, vs. Moilerate Ridc goups signì-fitznt at p < 001
Mod €r'ate vs. High, Rid< grou¡s signiñcaDt atl' < 0'01



2. The second objeclive was is to jnvestigate ifaccele¡alion measurements oftrunk

and ankle segments duríng dífferentÌy graded sensory_motor tasks ofthe DBA test

indicate changes jn moto¡ co-o¡dination. A Shapiro,Wilks resr indicated that the

Composite Motor Coo¡dination Jndex scores (ML and Ap) were not normally

distributed. Mann - ly'hitney U test was used to determine djfference (p < 0.05)

behveen faìle¡s and non-faÌlers groups (Table 4). The non _ faliers showed higher

motor co-ordjnatjon indices as compared to falle¡s for both Ap and ML

direclions.
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Table 4: Composite Molor Coordinalion Index

Past History of Falls
fEvnerimental Variable.sì

No¡-fallers
Median IIORì

Fallers
Median IIORì

p Value
12 - lail edl

Composite Motor
Coordination Index (AP) 3.43 0.11 2A40.3t 0.008

Composite Motor
Coordination Index (ML) 2.59 0.09\ 2.03 fi.451 0.03



MÄNUSCRIPT: 'A RELATIONSHIP OF POSTIJRAI- S\ilAY AND trUNCTIONAL

PERFORMANCE IN COMMT]NITY-DWELLING SEMORS"

INTRODUCTION

Decìines in self-effìcacy, jncreased susceptibility 1o faÌls and reduced mobility are

serìous proble:ns facing many older adults. Balance impairment and fear of falling can

occur following singular events (Guccione el al., 1994; Moore, Rosenberg, & Filzgibbon,

1999) or can have an insidjous onset, with the problem/source found in multiple

predisposing factors such as, the decìine of musculo-skeletal, cardiovascular, respiratoly

o¡ neural fitness (Tinetti, Williams, & Mayewski, 1986; Gijsen et al., 2001)'

Maintenance and restoralion ofbaìance depends on the integration of multiple

sources ofspalial information within the cenlral nervous system, which receives input

from bolh internal and exlernal frames ofreference, especially visual, vestibular,

proprioceptive and cutaneous sensations (Creath et al ,2002; Pelerka,2002; Szturm et al ,

1 998; van der et al., 2001). Feed-forward predictive control is required for preparatory

posturaì adjustments which helps in avoiding potential future disturbances oI obstacles.

Feedback control is essential for responding in a timely fashion to unexpected

disturbances or for correcling movemenl errors. Sensing the "state" ofbalance or lhreat to

balance, and timeìy selection of feed-forward and feedback motor actions are determined

by both the goal ofthe task (degrees offreedom and diflìculty) and the demands ofthe

environment in whjch it is being performed (Horak el al., ì990). lndividuals manage

reasonably rvell in lheir home where they may control tasks, arrange environmental

-" -- -El'ements-ãñ-d1isè.assislive devibës thãr--eõiîÞensars for ejther pelueìved'or-real instabiliÇ.
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However, iÎ is not always possible lo predict the surface characleristics of outdoor

terrains (uneven, compìiant, and slippery) and to be prepared fo¡ other disruptive

environmentai conditions. Many older adults experience a substantial decrease in

physical âctivity and a greater fear offalìing, particularly when waìl<ing outdoors in the

wjnte¡. Careful consideration therefore needs 10 be given to the impact of "uncertainty"

on slability during standing and walking (Brooke-Wavelì et a1..2002; Hay et al., I 996;

Teasdale et aì., l99la; Redfern et al., 1997).

The detection of changes in balance and mobílity is a critical part of evidence-

based praclice in rehabilitation. Screening tools for early delection ofphysical

decrements can allow for immediate implementation ofpreventive ¡Ìreasures. These tools

also minimize the development ofsecondary problems such as reduced confidence,

physical dependence and dec¡eased quality of life. Valid outcome measures are also

required for evalualion of lreatment efficacy, both in the sho¡1 and long lerms.

Measurement of physical performance in seìected tasks has been reporled to

predict declines in physical function or dependence (Topper, Maki, & Hoììiday, 1993).

Low scores on the Berg Balance Scale (BBS) (Berg et aì., 1992b; Shumway-Cook et al.,

1997), higher scores in the Timed up and Go (TUG) test (Podsiadìo et al., 1991; Gunter

el aì., 2000; Shumway-Cook el al.,2000) and slower self-selected gail speed (Maki,

1997; Woo, Ho, Lau, Chan, & Yuen, 1995) can indicate someone's likelihood offalling.

However, the clinical balance lest thal is most accurate in predìcting fallers in

community-dwelling seniors with varying levels of physicaì function and co¡¡o¡bidities

has not been cìearly identified (Bogle Thorbahn et al., 1996; Brauer, Burns, & Gaìiey,

' --2000).-These.clini-cd 
lesls inc€rpo_rale.a IqDgqsÊstatic,and=dynamielasks-ÌJow€-vêtr¡=:.-. -:...--.--::.
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most ofthese t€sls are self-paced and conducted in a predictable environmenr. Therefore,

their ability to evaluate balance cont¡ol and causes ofthe performance deficit are limited.

Tests such as the Sensory Organizarion Tesr (SOT) and rhe Lirníts of Stabiìity (LOS)

provide objective information on biomechanical changes relevant to balance control

(cohen et al.,1996; Melzer el a1.,2004; S jmmons er al.,lgg7; wallmann, 2001; w-hipple

et al., 1993). However, they are expensive comme¡cjal products and require special

training to ad¡¡inister.

Shumway-Cook et a). ( l9 86) developed a less expensive test based on the same

principles as the SOT, known as the Cìjnical Test ofSensory Inleraction and Balance

(CTSIB). The CTSIB uses a compliant sponge as an unstable support surface to emulate

the SOT in terms of somalosensory disto¡lion, with an added advanlâge that jt is not

lirnited to pitch plane; i.e. the djsturbance could be multj- directional (Allum et a1.,2002).

The use ofa compliant surface can modi! the ground reaction forces under the feet (i.e.

the compliant surface cannot completely reciprocate the normal body forces beneath the

feet as the centre of body mass moves). This can increase the magnitude and frequency of

unpredictable body sway. To prevenl a fall, the jndivjduaÌ must be able to sense and

respond to this sway. This increased demand on whole body balance ¡eactions and

conlinuous automatic postural adjustments are required to maintain stability. perfonîance

on the crslB is quantified by recording the amounl of time the participant can maintain

standing balance. However, peak excursions or amount ofbody sway is nol recorded,

thus it cannot provide quantification ofthe quality of movemenl (EI Kashlan et al., I 99g;

Cohen et a1., 1993).
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Several studies have used a sponge as a compliant surface and biomecbanical

force plates (underneath the sponge pad) to ¡ecord centre of foot pressure (COP) to

quantiry the amounl of body sway and balance control as a more comprehensive balance-

assessing lool (Creath et a1.,2005; El Kashlan et al., 1998; Teasdaìe et al., l99la).

However, as the sponge pâd distorts ground reaction forces, jl âlso distorts and damps the

COP posilìon signals. COP signals recorded from lhe bottom ofthe sponge pad is found

to be djfferent and non-linearly related to that of the top of sponge pad (Betker et al.,

2005). In addition, variations in the protocol and analysis used in different studjes make it

difllcult to d¡aw definitive conclusions (Piirtola et al.,2006).

Although performance-based ¿linicai balance tests are able 1o provide an

indjcalion ofbalance abilities, they cannot detect sublìe changes in posturaì slability.

Laboratory-based assessments can provide information regarding control processes and

physiological changes relevant to balance, however high costs limit their use in the

clinjcal environment. There is a need fo¡ further development of a clinically based

balance assessment, which incorporates dynamic balance assessment under both self-

generated and unexpected or extemally- generated perturbalions. lt is also important to

recogrize factors influencing balance (i.e. envìronmenlal inleractions) and to quantif, the

cause ofthe balance problem, its level and its association to fall risk. In lhe present study,

a new balance assessment tool - the Dynarnìc Balance Assessment (DBA) lesl - was used

to evaluale balance in community-dwelling older adults. The lest incorporates features of

the modified CTSIB (mCTSIB) test (Boulgarides, McGinty, Willett, & Barnes, 2003). In

addition 1o standing r ith eyes open and closed, the DBA test includes four addilional

tasks: head rotalion (large gaze shiffs), liffing arms, trunk rotalion and forward trunk
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bending. Execution ofthese voluntary movements dìsplaces the body centre of mass

(CoM), which lequires preparatory postural adjustmenls to maintain baìance. It uses a

flexible pressure mapping system to reco¡d COP signals Use ofa sponge as a compliant

su¡face and a flexible pressure mapping mat to record coP signal enhances the system's

portability and yel allows an objeclive measure ofbalance controì (Betker et al.,20o5).

The fìrst objective ofrhis study was to deter¡rine jf coP measurements (excursions and

swaypathlength)ontheDBAtestcoulddiffe¡entiatefal]e¡sfromnon-falìersin

community-dwellingseniorsaged65orover,basedonahistoryoffalls.Studieshave

shown thal the dispìacement ofcoP is an indicator ofinstabiìity (cohen el al'' 1996;

Wlipple et al., 1993; lVallmann,200l; Simmons elal', 1991) and an increase in COP

displacement is directìy reìated to the al¡ount of muscle aclivity during a djsturbance

(Nakamura, Tsuchida, & Mano,2001). Swaypathlength is a wideìy-used linear parameter

that quanlifies the amount ofCOP movement and consequently body sway ove¡ tirne

(Melzer et a1.,2004).It is one of the most vaìuable clinical palameters in the analysis of

human balance control under a variety of conditions (Baratto, Morasso, Re, & Spada,

2002).

Thesecondobjecliveoflhisstudywastodelerminelherelationshipbetween

functional-based performance tests (BBS, TUG, SMWT and gait velocity) and the DBA

test. In this study, we investigated lhe pattern of association between COP parameters and

performance on Íìlnctional balance lesls.

METHODS

Participants

:- -Tlesudy-r¡pludçd-c-qrnm-ulv:dwçlling¡çrygl?€!-6-!-slsldellryIgilllqgg= .

Riverview Health Centre Day Hospital for lrealment of balance and mobility
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impairments. The inclusion criteria were a) 65 years or o)der, b) a mini-Mentaì Stale

Examjnation Score (MMSE) > 24, c) ability to speak English, d) ability to understand the

nature ofthe study and provide inforrred consent e) ability 10 stand for 2 nrjnutes rvilhout

any gait aids ând Ð abiljty to walk l0 feet \ì,ith or without gait aids. Palicipants who had

any medical condjtion or disability which couJd prevenl them from participating in

routine clinicaì balance tests (e.g. BBS, TUG) were excluded. For exarlpìe, a medjcal

history incìuding current treatment for lerminal cancer, recent fracture, seizure disorder,

cardiovascular-related problems that restricl exercise, fainting or dizzy speìls, and legal

blindness were grounds for exclusion.

The nurse or occupational lberapist contacted outpalient clients who rvere

.atlendingRiverviewDayHospitalforphysiotherapytreatmenlandconpleledâ

preliminary assessment to determine their eligibility for the study. The nurse and

occupational therapisls v¿ere fuìly informed oflhe study. Once the participanl expressed

vr'illingness to take part in the study, the investigator obtained consent and recruited the

participant. For this study, the intention was to include older aduìts with a fange of

neurological and/or musculo-skeletal conditions. Ethical approval was obtained frol¡ the

Research Ethics Board (University of Manitoba) and Riverview Health Centre'

Test Protocol

Each participant completed four clinical tests [the Berg Balance Scaìe (BBS)

(Berg et al., 1992b), the Tìme Up and Go test (TUG) (Podsiadlo el aÌ', l99l), the Six

Mjnute Walk test (SMV/T) (Guyatt et al., 1985; Cho et aì ,2004) and Gait Velocity (GV)

(Ilageman et al., I 986; Ostrosky et al., 1 994)l in the l¡¡st session. The BBS consists of l4

-------- --common movement-tasks;whieh=are=graded-on-a-5-point=ordìna,l=scale-(0 to 4)-where a '
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score of 4 indicates lhat the patient performs the task independentìy, needs no cues and

meets time or distance criteria; a score of0 indjcates an inability to perform the task. The

total score ranges frolr 0 to 56. The authors sùpport a cul-offscore of45 of56 for

independent safe ambulation (Berg et al., 1992b). The TUG measures the time to

complele a 3-meter walk. The test requires the paficipant to get up from a regular

armchair, walk for three meters, turn, walk back lo the chair and sit down. A cut-off time

of l3 seconds is suggested to separate fallers froln non-fallers amongst community-

dwelling older adults (Shumway-Cook el al., 2000). The SMWT is used to measure the

maximum distance lhat a person can walk in 6 minutes. GV is customarily measured in

the clinical environment to assess mobility. A time of 1 .2-l .4 mete¡s/second is desirable

for healthy older adults (Hageman et al., I986; Ostrosky el a1.,1994). For this siudy,

average gait veìocity over a 25-mete¡ walk distance was recorded for each participant'

The DBA tesl was performed on a separale visit wjthin one week ofthe clinical

tests. The DBA test conditions are as follows:

1 Quiet standing on a firm surface with eyes open

2 Quiet standìng on a firm surface wjth eyes closed

3 Standing on a firm surface and performing rhylhmic head rotation to left and right

to visual targets placed 120 degrees apart

4 Standing while performing a rhythmical arm ìifring and lowering task while

holding onto a 50 cm lightweight wooden pole, 1'91 cm in diameter, with both

hands kept shoulder width apart and elbows extended. The pole was raised to

shoulder level and then lowered to lhe legs
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5 Standing while performing rhythmic horizontal trunk ¡otations to 45 degrees in

each direction

6 Standing while performing rhy'thmic forward trunk bending and exlension to

return to the upright (erect) slânding posilion. The amplitude oflhe trunk bending

was about 30 degrees

Afler a rest period of 2 - 3 minutes, the six tasks were repeated while

standing on a 50.8 cm x 50.8 cm x 10.16 cm sponge pad. A 25'4 cmx 40.64 cm x I -91

cm wooden board was placed on top ofthe sponge to distribute the forces equalìy, thus

rninimizing the compression oflhe sponge. A pressure mapping mat \ryas placed on the

top ofthe \ ooden board fo¡ direct recording ofCOP' Two grades ofsponge were used to

counterbalance the effect of diffe¡ences in body weight in compr€ssing the sponge pads

(Betker et a1.,2005). A low support: (50.8 cm x 61 cm x 10.16 cm) sponge, with a

density of 16.016 kg/m3 and a25Vo indentation force deflection (IFD) of 6.82 kg. was

used for people who weighed less than 120 lbs A medium support (50.8 cm x 6l cm x

10.16 cm) sponge, with a density of 22.66 kglm3 and a 25% IFD of 13.64 kg. was used

for people who weighed more than 120 Ìbs. The compliant surface distorts the spatial

Lrformation provided by the cutaneoìrs sensors ofthe feet.

All of the DBA test lasks were performed with the FSA (Vetg Inc., Vy'innipeg,

MB) pressure mapping mat directìy undemeath the feet. The thin flexible pressure

mapping mal has dimensions of53 cm x 53 cm x 0.036 cm and conlains a l6 x l6 grid of

piezo resistive sensors spaced 2.8575 cm apart. The FSA mal used for lhis experiment

was connected to the interface module th¡ough a serial interface cable. FSA 3 l.x versjon

¡-oñare was rìsed Íeâ'd thèliñã¡L'Tir-e sã;FijilgTt-cq¡@ã-5112. - -
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Each lask was performed fo¡ 20 seconds. All tasks were performed v/ilh â hi gh

table (chest height) in fronl ofthe participant and a physiotherapist positioned

immediateìy behind the participant to offer assistance if required. The metronome was set

at 0.5 Hz to pace all rhl4hmical lnover¡ents (lasks 3 to 6). If a participant was unable to

complete the task in the DBA test, the task was stopped. The tliaì was recorded as a loss

ofbalance (LOB) and the participant advanced to the next tâsk. Here, the LoB is defined

as the particjpant's inability to complete the task due to loss ofbalance and the need for

external support to prevent a fall.

The following information was also oblained from each participanl oI retrieved

fiom his/her medical chart: age, sex, residential status, medicaì history, self-reported

history of falls, use of assistive device for ambulation, whelher walking outdoors for half

a mile reguìarly (2 - 3 times/week), and amount of home care assistance (frequency of

days per week), and cunent number ofprescription medications (numbers) This

information was used to characterize the detnographics and general health status of

particjpants in the studY.

DATA ANALYSIS

General characteristics

Peak{o- peak COP excursjons and swaypathlenglh were computed for each

successñrl task from the pressure mat recordings. Composite scores for COP

swaypathlength and COP excursions for ML and AP direclions were lhen computed lo

index balance performance in the DBA test.

For each participant, the composite score vr'as calculated by the following method

-.-Epr93çb!QBd,9p.e:rdqnl 
varrqblg, t!ìe pa{',, itant,m 1!9Jy-gl9-_.

condilions was identifìed. Thìs maximum value was then taken as ì00o% and based on
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that, fhe remaining values were converted inlo a percent;le format. The percentile data

was transfo¡med to an ordinal scale ranging f¡o¡¡ 0-5 to make the results of different test

conditions comparable and lo make residual variances unjform. Conditions tì.)at the

participant rvas unable to complete were scored as zero.

Therefo¡e, 0 = unable to complete the lest condition

I = greater than 80% and less than or equal to 100%

2 = greater than 60Yo and less than or equal to 80%

3 = grealer than 40%o and less than or equal to 600lo

4 = greater than 20Vo and less than or equal to 400lo

5 = grealer than 0% and less than or eqtsal to 20Yo

Thus, the maximum score possible for lhe DBA test for each COP variable could vary

f¡om 0 to 30 for each surface and the composite score could vary froln 0 to 60 where the

higher score jndicates better performance.

Statistical Älalysis
Seventy-eight participants took part in this study' Six participants were excluded

due 1o missing clinical or experimental dâta. The McNemar tesl wâs used to determine

lhe effect ofsurface on LOB. Cochrane's Q test for the normal and compliant surface was

computed to determ;ne the effect of tasks on LOB. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was

used 1o determine the effecl oftasks on COP parameters (normal surface only) as there

was ìarge number of LOB on the complianl surface. The Mann-Whitney U test \ as used

to determine the difference between non-fallers and fallers for normal surface quiet

standing tasks.
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A Shapiro-Wilks tesl was used to determjne a normal distrjbution of outcorne

measures. To address the first objective of this study a Mann - Whitney U test \ as used

for non-normally dislributed variables (TUG, BBS, prescrìbed medication, horne

carelassistance) and an independent 1-test ìvas used for the normally djstribuled variables

(Age, GV, SMWT, experimental COP variabJes). Means and standard devjatjons were

caìculâted for the normally dist¡ibuted variables. Medjan and Inter Quartile Range (IQR)

were computed for non-normalìy dislributed variables. A Chi square was computed for

the following binomial variables: sex, walking aids and the activity of walking half a

mile. To address the second objective oflhis study and to determine the strength of the

association between the composite score of the DBA lest and clinical tests, Spearman

correlation coeffìcients were computed. The Spearman correlation coefficienl can be used

wilh conlinuous or ordinal variables. In addition, the use of Spearman co¡relations

allo\¡/ed the results to be presented jn a consistenl formal. All statistical analyses were

performed using the SPSS statistical package for Windows, release 10.0.

RXSULTS
Figure 1 shows the comparison ofFSA recordings for eyes open task on the

normal and sponge surface whe¡e black dots reptesenls COP. Figure 2 and 3 show COP

excursjons for both AP and ML direclions for eyes closed and lrunk flexion lask on the

normal and sponge surfaces. In both tasks, the COP excursions were higher for both AP

and ML direclion on the sponge surface than on the normal surface. Figure 4 shows the

effect ofsurface and lask on balance controì. The number ofLOB older adulls

experienced on compliant su¡face tasks was signìlìcanlly higher than on normal surface

= tasks g\4c.Ilst44l1çsl, p-1qq0,01),fbglerdasj-L9tal__"¿l_q-1.!qryr'lf! ry!11f..sur{acq a¡t
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205 LOB on the compliant surface. The LOB jn the normal surface tasks,rr'ere not

significantly different (cochrane's Q test, p = 0.14). A significanl effect ofrasks on LoB

was noted for complianl surface tasks (Cochr.ane,s e test, p < 0.0001). A high íncidence

ofloB was noted for ìarge coM movernents as weìl as for the eyes closed condition on

lhe compliant surface. Fifly{hree oul of 72 participants had a LoB on the sponge during

eyes ciosed condition, 47 had a LoB on the compliant surface trunk flexion condition

and 4l had LOB on compliant surface trunk ¡otation condjtjon.

Group means and standa¡d er¡ors of means (SEM) for the peak COp excursion in

the AP and ML direction are p¡esented in Figures 5 and 6. Except for rrunk flexion tasks,

peak excursions were approxirrate)y two times greater on compliant su¡face tasks than on

the normal surface. Group means (SEM) of cop swaypathlength ìs presented in Figure 7.

Swaypalhlenglh was three times greater on the compliant surface than on the normal

surface except fo¡ trunk roration and flexion tasks, which were approximately twice on

the compìiânt su¡face rhan on the normal surface. Analysis ofvariance fo¡ the effect of

lasks on coP parameters (normal surface only) showed significant tasks effect for Ap

COP excursions (F = 45.2243, df = 5, p = 0.000t), ML COp excu¡sions (F =48.36, df =

5, p = 0.0001) and swaypathlenglh (F = 58.56, df:5, p = 0.0001). Analysis ofvariance

for the compliant surface was nol calculated due to the large number ofLOB, whjch

reduced the sample size.
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Figure 1: Comparison ofFSA Recordings
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Figure 2: Effecl ofSurface on COP Excursion for Eyes Closed Condition
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The graphs sholv râìv COP sigDals for 20 seconds for eyes closed condition on the
normal and sponge surface. The X âx¡s represents COP rnovemenl in ML direction ând

Y ax¡s represeDts COP mov€me¡t in AP di¡ection' The COP excursions were higher on

tbe spong€ surface than on lh€ normal surfâce for both AP and ML direclions'
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Figure 3: Effect ofSurface on COP Excursion for Trunk Flexion Co¡dition
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The graphs show raw COP sigDals for 20 seconds for lrunk flex¡oD condition or¡ tl¡e
r¡orms! and spoDg€ surface. The X axis represenls COP movement iD ML direcl¡on âDd

Y axis represe!ts COP movement in AÌ dir€ction. The COP elcDrsions rv€re hjgh€r on

th€ sponge surface than oD lhe normal surlâc€ for both AP ând ML directioDs.



Figure 4: LOB in lhe ÐBA Test
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Figure 5: Effect of surface ând tâsk on AP COP Excursion
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Figure 6: Effect of surface and {ask on ML COP Excursion
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Figure 7: Effect of surface ând lâsk on COP Srvaypatblength
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Participants we¡e classified as faìle¡s or non-fallers based on theír history of
falìing. The criterion for inclusion in the falier category was a self-repoñ ofone or more

falls withín the year príor to the study. A fall was defìned as any event thar led to an

unp)anned, unexpecled ìoss of balance and contacl with a supportjng surface. Twenty_

five older adults we¡e classified as non-falle¡s and 47 were ciassified as falle¡s. Table 5

summarizes sex, use ofassistive device, amount ofhome care (assistance), number of

medication and ability to walk haif a mjie for fallers and non-falle¡s. No statistical

difference was found between non-failer and faller subgroups for any ofrhe variables in

Table 5. clinical performance-based lest scores and the DBA test scores for non-faller

and faller subgroups are presented in Table 6. No significant difference was found

between non-fallers and faìle¡s for all cÌinical tesls except the TUG. However, there was

a greater trend toward decreased scores on the BBS, GV and SMWT for the faÌler

subgroup than among the non-fallers. The results oflhe statisticai anaJysis revealed that

composite scores for COP excursions and swaypathìength, compliant surface score fo¡

COP excursions and swaypathlength, LOB frequency and normaj su¡face score fo¡ ML

coP excursion were able to distinguish non-falle¡s from faller subgroups. No significant

difference was noted for coP parameters for normal surface eyes open and ciosed tasks

(Table 7).

Spearman corelation analysis.(Table B) revealed moderate to high (0.5S _ 0. g3)

conelalions arnong clinical performance-based test scores (BBS, SMÌVt TUG, GV).

High to moderate (0.79 - 0.92) co¡relations were also found among composite scores

based on the COP position and LOB. Low correlalions (0.25 - 0.31) were found between

clinical tests and composile scores based on the COp position and l.OB.
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Table 5: DemograPhic Data

Median (IQR)*r lnter quarlile range

Age (years)

Sex

Assistive Device
. None
. Cane/Walker

Prescribed Medication*
(number)

Home Care/Assista¡ce*
(days)

'ly'aìk half a mile (regularlY)
, Yes
.No

Non - fallers (n:25)
Mean (SD)

Or
Median IIOR)*

Fallers (n = 47)
Mean (SD)

Or
Median IIOR)*

79.4 (5.48)

Male = 8

Female = 17

28%
12%

I (3.5)

2 (6.s)

2\Vo
72%

8l .5 (6.87)

Male = 23

Femaìe = 24

26%
'14 Yo

8 (4)

2 ('7\

40 Yo

60%



Table 6: Independent f tesl and Mann - Whifney U tesl for Faller and Non - falìer
subgroups for Clinical and Experimenfal Variables (DBA lest)

Past History of Falls

Non-fallers
Mean (SD)

Or
Median IIOR)*

Faìlers
Mean (SD)

Or
Merìian ITORì*

. p Value
12 - tailedì

Gait Velocity (meter/second)

Six Minute Vr'alk Test (meters)

Timed Up & Go Test* (seconds)

Berg Balance Scale*

AP COP (Normal surface)

ML COP (Normal surface)

Swaypathlength Q.{ormal surface)

AP COP (Sponge surface)

ML COP (Sponge su rface)

Swaypatblen gth (Sponge surface)

AP COP (Composite)

ML COP (Composite)

Swaypatblength (Composile)

LOB in DBA test (trumber)

0.7s (0.26)

220.36 (90.26)

13 (7.s0)

4t (12)

22.40 (4.6s)

24.12 (4.29)

23.72 (3.8s)

11.44 (6.21)

9.12 (s.6)

9.96 (s.60)

33.84 (9.77)

33.24 (9.28)

33.68 (8.9Ð

2.36 (1.84)

0.72 (0.21)

21s.97 (8r.1l)

17 (10)

44 (8.s)

20.8r (4.93)

21.38 (4.81)

21.53 (5.42)

6.7s (4.9s)

s.8 (4.s8)

6.70 (s.13)

27.5s (8.78)

27.21 (8.19)

28.23 (9.47)

3.4s (2.09)

0.73

0.85

0.03

0.28

0.1 9

o.02

o.08

o.001

o.009

o.01

0.007

0.006

o.02

o.04

Median (IQR)*: Inter qùartile range
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Table ?: Mann - Whitney U lest for Normaì Surface Quiet Slanding Tasks

NEO: Normâl surfâce eyes oPeD

NEC: Normal sùrface eyes closed

Past History of Falls
Non-fa llers

Median (IOR)
Fallers

Median IIOR)
p Value

(2 - tailed)
NEO COP AP Excursion

NEO COP ML Excursion

NEO Swaypathlength

NEC COP AP Excursion

NEC COP ML Excursion

NEC Swaypathìengtb

0.36 (0.26)

0.39 (0.30)

0.22 (0.t4)

l .06 (0.77)

t.42 (1.3s)

r.06 (0.67)

0.23 (0.42)

0.39 (0.38)

0.20 (0.19)

r.17 (0.86)

r.65 (r.23)

t.24 (0.1s)

0.41

0.89

0.'7't

0.44

0.t9

0.40



Table 8: Spearman's correlalion behveen Experimenfal Variables (DBA tesl) and
Clinical Balance Assessmen t Tests

gnificant al the 0.01 level (2-1
* Correlation is signifrcant at the 0.05 level (2-tajled).

cV = csil Velocity, SM\ T = Six Minule ìJyalk T€st, TUG : Timed up & Go Test, BBS = Berg
Balance Scale, CAPE = composit€ AP COP etcursion, CMLE = Composite ML COP Excursion
CSPL = composile sìyaypâthlenglh, LoB: Loss of Bâlânce in DBA test

Variables GV SM\ilT TUG BBS CAPE CMLE CSPL LOB

GV

SI{WT

TUG

BBS

CAPE

CMLE

CSPL

LOB

1.00 0.83 + *

1.00

-0.69+ +

-0.72+ +

1.00

0.58+

0.5 9*

-0.62+

1.00

0.28*

0.28*

-0.37 + +

0.42* +

1.00

0.1 4

0.05

-0.20

0.28*

0.19+ +

1.00

0.t4

0.13

-0.26*

0.31 * t

0.85 * *

0.88**

r.00

0.r9

-0.1 5

0.254

-0.29+

0.85*+

0.89**

0.92++

1.00

* +Corre ilìcant al the 0.01 level (2-tailed).



DISCUSSION

The primary aim of this study \ as to evaluate whether composite COP scores

obtajned frol¡ a set ofselected tasks performed on both a fixed and complianl support

surface could differentiate between falle¡s and non - fallers in a sarnple of community-

dweÌÌing older adults. The secondary ajm was 10 determine the strength of association

between the composile COP performance test scores and performance-based clinical

oulcome measures of balance and walking fi,¡nctions.

The main findings ofthis study revealed lhat the composite sco¡es derived from

COP position data could discriminate between fallers and non-faìlers, whereas anongst

the performance-based clinical tests, only the TUG was able to differenljate fallers from

non-fallers. The results also show a poor association between the composite COP scores

and performance-based clinical test scores.

A number of studies have used performance-based clinical assessments lo

examjne fall risk in community-dwelling older adults. Some studies reported lhat clinjcal

test such as the BBS and Functional Reach did not differentiate faliers from non-fallers

(Brauer et a1.,2000; Boulgarides et a|.,2003) while other studies observed that tests

sco¡es jn such as the BBS (Chiu, Au-Yeung, &.Lo,2003; Shumway-Cook et al., 199'l)

and GV (Maki, 1997) did dislinguish falìers fron non-fallers. The faììers in this study

showed lower BBS scores (mean = 42.46 ! 1.01, median:43) than non-fallers (mean =

43.8 + I .45, median = 47). However, this was considerably different fro¡¡ those

mentioned by Brauer et al. (2000) for fallers with an average of 53.4 + 0.9 and fo¡ non-

fallers with an average of 53.9 + 0.6..Boulgarides et al. (2003) reported â mean score of

.. -....-53.18 (range,46--J6) fo¡falle¡s and-531-5-for-non---fal.lers (rangeJ4- 56),One-ofthe --
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lilnilatjons ofthe BBS tesl is lhat it assesses only static balance confrol (standjng, sitting

unsupported) and dynamic ba)ance cont¡ol (standing on one Jeg, turning 360", stepping

on stool). However, it is very limjted jn evaluating reactive baiance control as all tasks

are performed on solid surfaces. BBS scores offers only )ìmited guidance for cljnical

intervention. With a score above 45, one can say lhat a person has a low risk offaì1,

however the cause for a low score (i.e. motor problems, sensory problerrs, environmental

effects) cannol be idenlified; ñrrthermore, a score below 45 does not inform where the

deficiency lies. Therefore, the BBS is not very useful in designing a clientlailo¡ed

exercise program.

No signíficant differences were noted between the groups for GV and the

SMWT. The faller subgroup in the presenl study showed an average GY of 0.72 + O.27

m/s. This was similar to that reported by Maki (1991) for fearful fallers (0.66 I 0.1 9 m/s),

but higher than that reported by VanSwearlngen, Paschal, Bonino, & Chen (1998) for

fraìl community-dwelling older adults vrith hjstory of two or more faììs in the previous

year (0.50 + 0.24 mls). The fallers in this study showed average walking distances of 215

t 8l meters for the SM'WT, whjch was considerably lower thân the wa)king distance

report€d by Cbo et al. (2004) for corrmunìty-dwelling older adults wilh balance

ìmpairments (333 t I l0 meters). Gait velocity and SMVy'T are simple timed tasks that

look at only one aspect ofself-paced walking functjon on a predictabie solid indoo¡

surface. There jS also a need to evaluate other aspects of gait requirements such as

stability and adaptability over different suppof surfaces and environmental conditions,

which could lead to stumbìes.
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The paficipanls included in this study were reìalively frail and their

perîormance on clinical tests was comparatively lower than those menlioned by

Boulgarides er al. (2003) and Brauer el al' (2000)' The possibìe djfferences might be

explained by lhe foìlowing factors. The participants in this study \ ere relatively older

(non-fallers'Ìg.4+5.4,fallers8l'5+5'87)thanthoseìnBoulgarideselal(2003)

(7A.02 ! 5.64) and Brauer et al. (2000) (non - fallers 12'03 Ì0'6' faìlers ?4 1I1'1) In

addition, the particjpants jn this study were laking greater number ofprescribed

medications than those in above-menlioned studies. The participants ofBoulgarides et al'

(2003) were recruited &om relirement communities, seniors' centres' 50-Pìus Wellness

program and general community, whereas Brauer et aì' (2000) recruited community-

dwelling volunteers. In contrast, the pãrticipants included in this study were visiting the

Day Hospital specifically fo¡ balance and mobility impairmenls

There we¡e no differences noted in demogrâphic variables between faller and

non - faller groups in this sfudy Many combinations ofdemographic and health

covariates have been examined 1o predict fall risk. Aìthough, general trends have been

established with factors such as age, walking dislance, number ofmedications and social

support, their predictive capacity are relatìvely ìow and these variabìes provide little

informationaboutlhefeasonsforthefallsorbalancediflìcu]tiesandlinitationsjn

mobiìity (Hoeymans, Feskens, Kromhout, & van den Bos, 1997; Boulgarides et aì'' 2003;

Brauer et al.,2000, Thomas et aì.,2005) An attempt was also made to combine

performance-based clinicaì tests and demographic information to predict the fall ¡isk in

community-dwelìing older adults (Boulgarides et a| ,2003; Brauer et al'' 2000)'

Boutgarides et al. (2003) combined five balance tests (BBS' TUG' Dynamjc Gait Index'
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mCTSIB, I 00% Limits of Balance Tests) with health and dem ographic factors to pred ict

falls in active and independent conrmunity-dwel)ìng older adults. Brauer et al. (2000)

used four balance tests (BBS, Functional Reach lest, Step up Test and Lateral Reach test)

to predict falls in relatively active commun jty-dweìling older peopìe Both studies

concluded that performance-based clinical tests were not able 1o predict falls in

community- dwelling older adults. The participants included in these two studies were

pbysically active. This indicates that these lests are not suilable for higher- functioning

older adults due 1o the potential ceiling effect in thís population. The palicipanls

included in this study were reìatively frail and their performance on cìinical tests r¡r'as

corrparativeìy lower than those mentioned by Bouìgarides et al. (2003) and B¡auer et al.

(2000). In contrast to clinicaì balance assesstnent lesls, all COP measurements on the

sponge surface and the composite score oflhe DBA test as well as LOB in the DBA lest

we¡e able to differentiate fallers and non - fallers. This indicales that borde¡line

differences in balance defìcit may exisl in frail community older adults and clinical

balance assessment tests faiìs to identifl the same.

Previous studies have found thal the TUG can discriminate between fallers and

non-fallers (Chìu et a|.,2003; Shumway-Cook et a1.,2000). Shumway-Cook et al. (2000)

reported a cutoffscore of l3 seconds to differentiate independently ìivìng communiry-

dwelling senio¡s who had either no falls o¡ more lhan two falls in the previous six

months, whereas Chiu et aì. (2003) reported a cut offscore of20 seconds to separate one-

time faìlers Íìom non-fallers. The difference between these two studies might by

explained by the age difference between the groups, the participants in the Shumway-

Cook et al. (2000) study were older than those in Chiu et aì. (2003). ln this study, lhe
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TUG was able to differentiate between fallers (median = l7 seconds) and non-fallers

(median = I 3 seconds). Further analysis of data revealed that ten participants (3 non-

fallers and 7 fallers) look at leâst 30 seconds to complete the TUG; 9 ofthe l0 were using

gajl ajds. The currenl study could not establish the relationship between use of waìking

aid and falìs, however, the use of walking aids couìd have affected TUG scores'

In conlrast ro this study fìnding, Thomas el al. (2005) found no sìgnificant differences

betrveen fallers and non-fallers in the TUG test scores in frail older aduits'

The fallers in this study had higher (low composite score) COP excursions and

swaypalhlength than tbe non - fallers' Increased COP veJocity, swaypathlengfh and

amplitude have been interpreted as decreased stability or reduced dynamic baìance

(Meìzer et ù.,2004; Amiridis et a|.,2003; Brooke-Wavell el a1.,2002; Lord et âl', 1991;

Lord el aì., 1994; Lord & Ward, 1994; Nakamura et al',2001). On a normal fixed

surface, only ML COP excursions we¡e able to differentiate between fallers and non -

fallers. The fallers showed higher ML COP excu¡sions than non-fallers. Several studies

have shown thât older adults wjth increased medio-lateral sway have a high risk of falling

(Melzer et a1.,2004; Laufer, Barak, & Chemel,2006; Maki, Hoìliday, & Topper, 1994)'

In a prospective study of fall risk assessment in one hund¡ed community-dwelling older

adults, Maki el al. (1994) found more medio-lateral sway in fallers than in non-fallers and

suggested that control ofML sway is an ìmportant area for fall-prevenlion in this

populalion.

TheDBAlestincorporatesdynamicfunclionaltasks,sincequietstandingalone

pfovides limited evidence of balance instability. This study showed that quiet standing

-with eyes open or closed on no¡mal surface djdnotresult in signìfr-Canl-.lnc-I9.a$-9slD-L!!-
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or magnitude ofcoP displacements (See Table 7). The findings are in agreetrent with

otherstudies(Panzeretal,1995;Laughtonelal.,2003;Boulgaridesetal''2003)'

The parlicipants had diffìculty in maintaining slanding bâlance vr'hen two

sources of extemal spatiaì information were eilher. eliminaled or distorted. seventy-three

percenl of the participants experienced LOB on the compliant surface eyes closed

condilion, compared to only l60lo on the compìiant su¡face eyes open condition. In

addìtion, when vision was eliminated and cutaneous information was distorted on the

compliant surface, there was a substantial increase jn body sway parameters (bolh peak

excursion and pathlength) for participants who we¡e able to complete the tasks v/ithout

losingbalance.Thefindingsofthisstudydernonstratethaleliminationordistortionof

one sensory input such as surface or vision ìndependentìy, is nol sufficient to bring out

diffe¡ences in balance performance Other studies have aìso found that excìusion or

disruptionofonlyonesensoryinputonlyisnotsuffìcienltoe]icitba]ancereactionsin

normal participants (Fransson, Gomez, Patel, & Johansson,2007) and older adults

(Redfern et al., 1997; Brooke-Wavell et al., 2002)' However, significant increases in

bodyswayandLoBwereevidentwhenlwosoufcesofextelnalspatialinformarion

(visionandsupportsurface)we¡eejthereliminatedordjstorted.Anumberofstudieshave

examjned the maintenance of stânding balance in different sensory conditions and shown

that when there is an elimination or distortion oftwo sensory input such as using a

sponge surface and eyes closed condition (Teasdaìe et al', l99l a; Cohen et aì ' I 993) or

conditions 5 and 6 on rhe SOT (W}ippte et al , 1993; Simmons er al'' 1991; ly'aìlmann'

2001), there is a significant decrease in balance perfo¡mance and substantial increase in

LOB.
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Abjlity to delecl and correct for balance disturbances, while pefforming

activities such as turning the head or bendjng and lifting, is essentiaÌ for ìndependent

Iiving. The DBA test jncorporates both simple standing tasks (eyes open, eyes closed)

and graded movement lasks (head rotalion, ar;n raising, trunk rotalion, trunk bending). lt

also incorporates differenl sensory components including large gaze movement foI the

head rotation condition, eliminalion ofvision in the eyes closed condition and distortion

ofcutaneous information by using a comptiant surface. Thus, the task prolocol in lhe

DBA test assesses both feedforward and feedback aspects ofbalance control. This tesl

has similarities to the SOT, which uses visual and support surface sway-referenced

conditions to assess the effect ofsensory conflicts or elimination ofvision on slânding

balance control. Performance on the SOT has been demonstrated to deteliorate vr'ith

. increasing age which is reflected by an increase in body sway and loss ofbalance in

fesponse to sensory disturbances (cohen et al.,1996! Vr'hipple et al., 1993). Pe¡formance

on the soT has been demonstrated to dislinguish between fallers and non-falìers in

community-dwelling older aduìts (Melzer et aj.,2004; Wallmann, 2001). similar to the

SOT, the participants in this study also showed increased loss ofbalance and a decrease

in the composite balance index for COP excursions and swaypathlength when

somalosensory inputs were altered and./or vision was eìiminated. In addition, three tasks

used in the DBA test included cyclic movements ofthe arms and trunk These body

movements produce rh)4hmical horizontal trunk rotation, forward and backward arms

liffing and trunk bending. These movements are similar to the laboratory studies which

employed predictive sinusojdal platform motion paradigms to assess the feed forward

mechanism sËbalanee eontrol (Dietz et-al¡.t 993;Gorna eraì;.1-999)--These- studies-
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demonstraled that afler one or two cycìes the participant could predict the

forrvard-/backward movements of the plalfor:n and prepare the necessary balance

a justmenls in advance ofthe platform lurning points. A sil¡jlar mechanism ìs required to

ensure stability whiÌe performing voluntary movements on the norlr-lal surface. However,

lhis prediclive process of preparatory baìance adjustments is more difficult when

performing the tâsk on a compliant surface. Planning errors can occu¡ on the compliant

surface which can cause a sudden ioss of balance. Quick detection of disturbances and

corections are therefore required to maintain the balance. This mull jdimensional

approach is very important when assessing functional abiliÇ during basic and

instrumental activities of daiìy living both indoo¡s and outdoors.

The correlation analysis revealed weak associations (Spearman r < 0 5) between

the DBA rest scores (composite score and LoB) and performance-based clinical tests

(SMV/T, TUG, GV and BBS). This is consistent wjth the findings of Hughes, Duncan,

Rose, Chandler, & studenski (1996) where no significant co¡reìation was noted between

body sway (computed Íiom COP pathlenglh, excursions and etlipse during quiet stance

on a fìxed surface with eyes open and closed tasks) and functional measures ofbalance

(Functional Reach, SMWT, l0 Meter Walk and Chair Raise, Falls Effìcacy Scale)' The

present findings demonstrale that thefe is a Iarge effect ofsÙIface pfopêrties and task

dynarnics on body sway parameters and LOB. Mode¡ate to slrong associations (Spearman

r ) 0.5) were noted between performance-based clinical tesls. This was expected since all

performance-based clinical lests measure the same predictive aspects of balance and

mobility function. The findings in the currenl sludy reinforce that measurenenl ofbody
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s\ray and perforìnance-based clinical tesls evaluate different corrponents of baìance

control.

The main limitation ofthis study is that fall history relied on paficipant recall.

We attempted to control for recall bias by having another family member presenl for

confirmation. Aiso, the clinical information (rnedical, balance, mobilily and cognitive

status) collecled at the time ofstudy may have been different than that at lhe time of fall.

The faìlers in this group reported being more physically active (walking % mile) than the

non-falìers. However, we are nol sure ifthe perception of half mile is consistently correct

among the alì participants. Fufher, we did not collect information about pârticipants'

perceplion on their balance. Test such as the ABC rvould have established the

participants' perceived level ofbalance confidence. The scoring system used for the DBA

test is novel, however it is very similar to the scoring system of the SOT which computds

a weighted score ofthe peak to peak coP excu¡sion in the AP direction 1o index balance

performance (Rosengren el al.,2007). The composite score ofthe DBA test uses COP

position data for both AP and ML djrectjons and pathlength to index balance

performance. The DBA test examines participants' âbility to maintain balance while

performing graded moto¡ tasks'lvith alteration ofsensory inputs. Measures ofbody sv/ay

for the tasks in which participants maintain their baìance provide furthe¡ insjght into

performance abilities ofindividuals compared to simply recording the frequency of LOB'

Reduced mobiìity and falls are common and potentially preventable sources of

disability, rnortality and morbidity in older adults. Dynamic balance control is required to

perform both basic and instrumental activities of daily living. Mobility skills are

necessary for outdoor walking and functional ìndependence. Therefore, it is very
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important to provide effectíve and simple ways to documenl changes in balance and

mobility skills amongst oìder indjviduals. The findings ofthis study demonstrate that

most perforrnance-based clinical assessment lests fail to detect sublle changes in balance

control in comrrunity-dwelling older aduìts who were partially dependent on others to

perform their activjties of daily living. The findings of this study provide evidence that

the DBA test can identiff community-dwelling older adults r ho are at risk offalls. ln

addilion, early detection ofbalanc€ impairment over compliant surfaces is likely to

reduce the future probabiliÇ offalis in this population, if it is combined v/ith appropriate

jnte¡venlions. Further research js needed to investigate the ability ofDBA test to predict

future faìls.
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CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The DBA test was designed to assess dynamic balance control while performing

standing actlvities in community-dwelling oìder adults' The use of a normal and

compliant sponge surface has been part of olher assessment systems nolably the CTSIB'

The DBA test also incorporates impofant features ofthe SOT and moving platform

paradigms. The lest is designed to evaluate both feedforward and feedback mechanisms

of the balance control The tasks included in the DBA test are ofincreasing diflìculty and

assess both motor and sensory aspects ofbalance control The DBA lest uses similar

method ofanalysis as the SOT i e' COP lleasurement 10 quantify balance control'

However, tests like rhe SOT and the LOS require expensive set-up and are not portable'

thus they are unavailable to clinicians who need screening tools for objective outcome

measures in daily practice. The CTSIB is economic and eâsy to use bul it only records

time in seconds to quantiry balance control in simple slanding tasks' The DBA test

extends the idea oflhe Sol'and GTSIB. The DBA test is pofable and less expensive

(approximately CAD $ 10,000) Balance performance in the DBA tesl is quantified by

COP signal which is a valid objective outcome measure Theuse ofa foam surface has

been proven to be an effective way to make balance controì more difficult' as the foam

inducedswayinboththeânleroposleriolandmediolaleraldirections.s!ncemajorifyof

the clinicaì balance assessment lests are timed tests and do not look at the quality and

compensalory mechanisms used, they do not assess the effect of unpredictable

environmental conditions and compensatory balance corrections The ability 1o quantify

, --.- -ehanges in balance conlrol.v/-illEa=relaliyely-higb.degree olp-reeioiol- dulne stcd¡n g
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actjvilies is a crilical part of eviden ce-based practice in rehabilitation and provides the

basis and direction for lrealmenl. Screening tools thal can delect early physical

decrenrents would allow earlier implemenlation ofpreventive lrÌeasules. This study was

the lìrsf step tor ards the development oflhe DBA test for assessmenl ofbalance control

durìng standing activities in cotnmunity-dwelling older adùlts. The FSA mat and

modified DBA test protocol were used to assess shorl-duration sjtting balance conlrol in

spinaì cord and brain injured patients (Malluscript in Publicalion: szlurrn, Desai, Betker,

Kapadia, Nett,2007). The tasks ofthe DBA test couid be further deveìoped to

assess filnctional activilies vrhich require a moving BoS such as walking and stepping.

l.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTI]RX IMPLICATIONS

A sample ofconvenience consisting of 72 older adults, who were specifically

attending the gerialric day hospital for treatment ofbalance and mobility

restriclions, was rec¡uiled in this study. Inciusion ofa sarrple from a diffe¡ent

senio¡s environments such Day Hospìtals, Personal Care Homes and Senior's

Resjdenlial Apartments would be required 10 extend the result to the wider

population of oìder adults with djfferent activities levels and health status'

Location offall was not recorded or determined. The numbers ofparticipants

reported walking % mile regularly were higher in the falìe¡s than non-falìers

subgroup. By recording the Iocation of lalls, one could delermine the relationship

between outdoor/indoor falìs vs. activity level. It is possible that individuals' who

view their health more positiveìy and are physicalìy active, are more ìikeìy to faìl

outdoors
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3. Home CarelAssistance measurement ;n this study simply described number of

days per week. Recordìng the type ofassjslance (bathing, Iaundry, house-

keeping) and duration (in hours) would have provided further insight on

functional capabililies of the participants.

4. An automaled program to quantif, the DBA t€st scores is required for ease of

applicalion in clinical environmenl.

5. Test - retest reliabitity ofthe DBA test needs to be eslablished'

6. A prospective study is required 1o dete¡mine the sensitivity and specificity of the

DBA and CTSIB test 1o predict the fall risk in fìt (independent) and frail (pârtially

dependent) community-dwelling older aduìts.

7. Further studies should i¡cìude the ABC or the FES tests 10 measure the perceived

balance control in this population.

8. Even though 2/3 ofthe study population could not complete the complex sponge

tasks (rrunk rotalion, trunk flexion, eyes closed), these tasks still need to be

included in the resl as all ofthese tasks assess dìfferent aspecls ofbalance cont¡ol.

For example, lrunk flexion and rolation are motor tasks that assess AP and ML

balance controì respectivelyi while the eyes closed lask assesses balance when

vision is eliminated and cutaneous sensations are distorted. Assessment of

balance during these perturbations vr'ill heìp in early detection ofbalance

deterioration in independentìy residing conrmunity-dì elling older adults with

fewer co-morbidities which will assist in generalizing the applicabiìity ofthe test

to wider population.
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